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A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF DAVID HUME»S PUBLICATIONS

The accompanying paper on the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-
century reputation of David Hume refers to the following works of the phi-
losopher, which are listed In chronological order and which include self-
critical notes contained in Hume's autobiographical pamphlet as it appears
in The Philosophical ftorks of David Hume (Boston, I881j), I, xiii-xxil»

"g-

171a-
1x2

171*

1751

1752

ink

1757
(for

1756)

1757

Treatise of Human Mature

Essays Moral and I-olitl-
cal (First Par?)

Philosophic Essays concern-W Human Understanding
THevision of the first
part of the Treatise of
Human Nature)

An Inquiry concerning the
HVinciples of Morals "0?e-

vision of th"e second r>art

of the Treatise of Hunan
Nature )

Political Discourses (Sec-
ond part of the Assays
Moral and Political ;

The History of Great Bri-
tain under 13Te House off

S^&art, Vol. I,

The History of England un-
der the Ifouse of StuarET
isim.

Four Dissertations

1759 The Hiato
der the
* vols.

This initial publication "fell dead-
bom from the press, without reach-
ing such distinction as even to ex-
cite a murmur among the zealots."

Hume states that they were received
favorably.

This effort was little more success-
ful than the first.

Hume considered this "incomparably
the best" of all his work but said
that it "came unnoticed into the
world."

They were "well received abroad and
at home."

Hume states that it was greeted with
"one cry of reproach, disapprobation,
and even detestation."

This work, dealing with the Common-
wealth, Charles II, and James II, was
better received because it gave less
displeasure to the Whigs*

The reception of this work, which in-
cluded the "Natural History of Reli-
gion, " was rather obscure, "except
only that Dr. Hurd wrote a pamphlet
against it, with all the illiberal
petulance, arrogance, and scurrility
which distinguish the Warburtonian
school."

These volumes raised a "clamor" almost
as great as that directed against the
Stuart history.
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1762 The History of England from Hume states that they were published
He Invasion oT~Julius"" with "but tolerable success."
Caesar to the Accession of
Henry VTTjTVoTal

1766 A concise and genuine account of
"the dfspute between' tfr . Hume
and Sir, hoasseau .

1776 The Idle of David Humes 5sq « writ-
ten by "Himself .

1777 Two ossays "Of Suicide" and "Of
(1783) the Immortality of the Soul."

1777 (anon.) J 1783 ascribed to
David Hume.

1779 Dialogues conceding Natural Re-
ligion .

"

Special reference is also made to the essays "Of the Jealousy of
Trade" and "Of the Coalition of Politics" (part of the Essays Morel and Po-
litical) and to the essay "On Miracles" (in the Philosophic Jissays concern-
ing Human Understanding)

.



THE EIGHTEENTH- AND EARLY NINETEENTH-CENTURY REPUTATION OF DAVID HUME

AS HEFLECTM) IN IBPIBSEMTATIVE I WOilB

To seek details of the reputation of David Hume during his life

(1711 o»a« - 1776) one can turn to such periodicals as the Monthly Re-

view and the Critical Review for contemporary formal reviews, to the Gen-

tlOman's Jki^azine for public reaction principally during the last quarter

of the eighteenth century, and, lastly, to the Edinburgh Review for impres-

sions of pccthxaous reputation, ISxamination of materials devoted to Hums

temdnates .rith an 1S28 reference for the reason that by this time his repu-

tation approximates that of his modern acceptance*

A convenient way to trace the development of Hume's reputation

during the period in question is to note consecutively the materials of the

four periodicals under each of four separate headings t (1) Personal Charac-

ter; (2) Literary Characteristics; (3) Political Views; and (It) Religious

and Philosophical Views. This division not only has the advantage of pro-

viding for the comoarison and contrast of editorial opinions in the several

fields, but also sequentially illustrates those values by which Hume's ulti-

mate reputation was determined.

Personal Character

Certain biographical materials can be singled out for attention be-

cause of their appraisal of Hume^s character. With the exception of various

reviews of his account of the dispute with Rousseau., all of thi3 material is

posthumous and deals chiefly with the Autobiography. There are, moreover,

separate apologies and criticisms which reflect the character of Hume, as

well as references to his personal habits and character, in Francis Hardy 1 s

Life of Lord Charlemont (1610)

.

By 1765 Hume was well enough known in England and Scotland to cre-

ate public interest in his celebrated quarrel with the French philosopher



Rousseau, when the facts of the dispute became known, it is clear that the

ima^e of Hume as a mild-rc*anne»*ed and benevolent pmtllll became greatly eii-

hanced. The fr^tloman's Magazine, the Sfonthly Review, and the Critical Re-

view for November, 1766, all carry sumraaries and comments on the recent pub-

1 ication A concise and genuine account of the dispute bjptween Mr, Hume and

%r. Rousseau , which, according to the Gentleman' s Hagaaine, was originally

written by Hume and circulated only among his friends to justify himself

against aiv accusation that offerees taken had been aggravated by his own

sensibility. The affair began in 1762 when Hume in Edinburgh was informed

by a friend in Paris that lmi—« was seeking asylum in England after hav-

ing become involved in difficulties with the parliament in Paris over his

Emile , In an exchange of letters, Hume offered Rousseau a retreat in his

Sdinourgh home. This gracious invitation was not accepted jntil 1765 when

Hwiliaq tired of his circumstances in Motiers Travers on the borders of

Switzerland. Soon after Rousseau^ final settlement in Wootton, Derbyshire,

transactions initiated earlior by Hume to secure a secret pension for

Rousseau from th© King were continued. At about this tiae, however, a let-

ter written by Horace isalpole under the signature of the King of Prussia was

published in the St, James's Clxronicle , It must be quoted in full to convey

the tone which so infuriated Rousseau t

% dear John James,

You have renounced Geneva, your native soil. You have
been driven from Switzerland, a country of which you have made
such boast in your writings. In France you are outlawed j come
then to me. I admire your talents, and amuse myself with your
reveries; on which, however, by the way, you bestow too much
time and attention. It is high time to grow prudent and happy}
you have made yourself sufficiently talked of for singularities
little becoming a truly great mant show your enemies that you
have sometimes common sense » this will vex them without hurting
you. Ify dominions '.rill afford you a peaceful retreat s I am de-
sirous to do you @ood, and will do it, if you can but think it
such. But if you are determined to refuse my assistance, you
may expect that I shall say not a word about it to any one. If
you persist in perplexing your brains to find out new misfor-
tunes, chuse such as you like bestj I am a King, and can make



you as miserable as you can wish; at the same time, I will en-
gage to do that which your enemies never will; I Tfill cease to
persecute you, when you are no longer vain of r>ersecution.

Your sincere Friend,

FREDERIC
2

Having read this letter in the St. Ja:aQs*s Chronicle, Hume was auch sur-

prised to read in the same paper several days tor from Rousseau

to the "Author" (apparently editor) of the paper charging that "this letter

was fabricated at Paris; and, what rends and afflicts ray heart, that the im-

postor hath his accomplices in England." Rousseau, of course, had wrongly

assumed that the letter was written by D'Alembert in Paris and published by

Hume in England; thus, he considered his "dearest friend" transformed Into

3
"a treacherous and malignant enemy." In spite of Hume's subsequent efforts

to get Rousseau to accept a pension and his several letters Insisting on his

innocence of complicity in the whole affair, Rousseau persisted in his out-

rage and finally summarized his complaints against Hume in a letter to

Richard Davenport of Calveley. The Gentleman's adagaaine describes these com-

plaints as "fanciful and absurd in the highest degree." Moreover, the ab-

surdity of Rousseau's displeasure is revealed in the fact that the supposed

causes for complaint occurred for the most part before he moved to Vi/ootton,

the place froa v/iiich lit subsequently wrote letters to H^ime containing "ex-

pressions of the utmost gratitude, affection, and eoraplacenc2r."k Hune's ac-

count of the dispute was at first private because "he would not unnecessarily

censure tt. Rousseau "j bu* -Visa a letter by Rousseau to a Paris bookseller

charging Hume "with coni operating to betray ixnti defaate him" was translated

and published in the London newspapers, it became n«cess vt Hume to pub-

lish his own account. This account was translated first into French and

published abroad, w nonce it was retranslated into English and published in

England, with revisions, under the title A concise and genuine account of

the dispute between Air . Hume and Mr . Rousseau . Letters -<• '..Ipolo and



D'Alembert were appended as evidence of Rousseau's misapprehension.'* In gen-

eral, it may be said that Hume's attitude, in conduct and in letter, was ex-

ceptionally benevolent and reasonable. If the publication of the account

does betray the philosopher's concern for his own reputation, at the same

time his narration reveals those qualities of mildness of temper and reasoned

judgment that were more and more to become recognized as his outstanding vir-

tues. In view of later vigorous criticism of the moral implications of Hume's

principles or lack of them, there may be a note of unpremeditated irony in

the Gentleman's Magazine's comment on the Fume-Rousseau affairi

It is much to be regretted, that the disgrace of Mr Rousseau,
and the vexation and disappointment of Mr Hume, are but a small
part of the mischief that such ingratitude for such friendship
is likely to produce. It tends to chill benevolence, and re-
press liberality; many may be left to struggle with adversity
unassisted, in consequence of such a return for assistance as
Mr Rousseau has made to Mr Hume."

The Monthly Review concluded that Hume had "acted the oart of a generous andMMVMMMMU I i» ! !

7
disinterested friend to Mr. Rousseau"; and the Critical Review concurred in

this opinion, except that it found it "to the discredit of letters and true

philosophy" that "two men of such celebrated genius and approved merit 1*

8
should be "at public variance." As could be expected, the least charitable

construction was that of Dr, Warburton, whose Letters from a late Eminent

Prelate to one of his Friends was reviewed with disdain by the Edinburgh Re-

view in 1809 . The Review quotes Warburton »s "liberal coaaentary" on Hume's

treatment of Rousseau as follows:

"It is a truth easily discoverable from his writings, +hat Hume
could have but one motive in bringing him over (for he was un-
der the protection of Lord Mareshal), and that was, cherishing

1 mm 5JS.SS
itfUings were as mischievous to society as his own .

There is an immense distance between their natural geni^is : none
at all in their excessive vanity ; and much again in their good
faith. Rousseau's warmth has made him act the madman in his
philosophic inquiries, so that he oft saw not the mischief which
k® (*idl Hume's coldness made him not only see but rejoice in his

.

But it is neitfter parts nor logic that has mde either or TKem
philosophers, but Infidelity only. For which, to be sure, they
both equally deserve a PEMiJiON,""

Sisiilarly negative criticism of Hume's behavior in this celebrated affair



lies in the Edinburgh Review'

a

account (September, 1811) of a French work by

Baron de Grimm. DeGrimm conceived that "the philosopher who retained his

Benses ought to have had so much consideration for his brother who had lost

them, as to have withheld from the public the melancholy story of his extrav-

agance •
Ir
^

David Hume died August 2$, 1776. In the following year The Life

of David Hume, Esq . written by Himself was published by Strahan and Cadell.

The Gentleman's Magagino for March, 1777, contains a brief, concise sunsiary

of the autobiographical pamphleti11 and the issue for the following month in-

cludes some "strictures'1 on the autobiography written by Thomas Cadell, the

publisher. In calling attention to Hume's remarks on the poor re<* ption of

the first volune of his History of Great Britain, *ir. Cadell suggests that

Hume had not done himself lustice in so belittling the initial response. He

cites, for example, the testimony of the late Earl of Corke, who in 175? waa

reading Hume's History and finding it "perfectly entertaining."^

The attention which the Monthly Review devotes to The Life of David

Hume is prefaced by a recognition of the special interest the public roust

have in the death of such a man as Humes

fftien men of such PARTS, and such PRINCIPLES, as T hose which dis-
tinguish the character and writings of fir. Hume, come to face
the immediate terrors of death, the world is always curious to
learn in what manner they support the trying conflict? whether
the near approach of that awful change of situation which they
are about to experience, (in an ho»ir wherein one would think,
the boldest mortal ??ould not dare either to DISSEMBLE or to
TRIFLE) has produced any change in their minds ; whether they
continue fixed, and steady to their past professions? or, whe-
ther "new light " is let into "the soul's dark cottage "j as the
poet expressed it, "through the chinks" of its ruins, — open-
ing wider, at the moment when the battered fabric is tottering
to its dissolution.*3

If the divines had expected a deathbed repentance, + hey wore disappointed,

for as Adam Saith wrote, r^r. Hume expired, - in such a happy composure of

mind, that nothing could exceed it. " To this observation the Monthly Review

adds the comment of a reverent and truly orthodox divine, "Ohl what ??ood



Christian would not wish to die such a deathl"1^ A letter to William Stra-

han from Adam Smith, to whom Hume had left all of his papers, was appended

*° ^e ^^ of Bavid Hume . Besides the account of Hume's last illness, it

contains Smith's evaluation of Hume's character;

Thus died our most excellent, and never to be forgotten friend;
cone rning whose philosophical opinions men will, no doubt,
judge variously, everyone approving, or condemning them, accord-
ing as they hapr>en to coincide or disagree with his own; but con-
cerning whose character and conduct there can scarce be a differ-
ence of opinion. His temper, indeed, seemed to be more happily
balanced, if I may be allowed such an expression, than that per-
haps of any other man I have ever known. • • It mv&r was the
meaning of his raillery to mortify; and therefore, far from of-
fending, it seldom failed to please and delight, even those who
were the objects of it, • • • "Jpon the whole, I have always con-
sidered him, both in his lifetime and since his death, as ap-
proaching as JiO^rly to the idea of a perfectly wise arid virtuous
man, as perhaps the nature of human frailty vdll permit.^>

With reference to Smith's judgment that Hume was "perfectly wise," the Gen-

tleman's Magazine remarks characteristically, ' "That Jtr. Hume had an ami-

able temper, extensive learning, and many virtues, we readily grant, but

cannot, with Dr. Adam Smith, ihlnk any man 'perfectly wise,' who is not

17
wise unto salvation ." As for the peacefulness of Hume's death, a con-

tributor to the Gentleman's aagaaine for July, 1777, attempts to distinguish

between the deaths of Hume and Hooker, The remarks are addressed to the

author of An Apology for the Life and Writings of David Hume, who, appar-

ently, had written that he saw no "distinct difference between the last mo-

ments of Hume and Hooker." The correspondent admits that so far as "ex-

ternal appearances" are concerned there may have been no difference, "but

one would think," he goes on to say, "a philosopher (as the Apologist seems

to lay claim to that title) would not attend to outward appearances only."

If the apologist, however, should "view the mind, the internal reason and

sentiment," in other vords, the things that distinguish men from brutes,

and still \aonder about the superiority of Hooker's death, then the corres-

pondent declares tfeftt he will answer for the author of the Ecclesiastical

Polity, that "he died as becomes a rational being, having a pleasing hope



that he was endued with a soul immortal . . . and maintaining to the last

his superior rank above the brute creation." Hume, on the other hand,

"died in doubt and uncertainty, as he had erer lived, and at death sunk

(according to his own system) into a state level with the irrational beasts

of the field." Eschewing the likelihood of being called a "bigot, an en-

thusiast, or an enemy to human learning," the correspondent "trill still

maintain that this is a ncble superiority.*"^ Thus, Hume had not been dead

a year before tho Gentleman's Magatine became a channel through which the

champions of revealed religion could vent their spleen against the scepti-

cal philosopher. This is in direct contrast to the more rational position

assumed by the Monthly Review and the Critical Review in regard to the Life

of Pavid Hume .

In addition to its summary of the principal facts of Hume's auto-

biography, the Critical Review delineates the chief features of the narra-

tive t

The whole of this narrative breathes ingenuousness, and a noble
consciousness of integrity, not without that solicitude of lit-
erary, as well as moral fame, which we may suppose to have ani-
mated a writer, so distinguished, from his earliest years, for
his ardor in the pursuits of philosophy and general learning.*?

In singling out Hume's "noble consciousness of integrity" and his "solici-

tude of literary, as well as moral fame, the Critical Review hit upon what

is perhaps as precise a definition as is possible of the character of the

Scottish philosopher.

Three other periodical reviews of the early nineteenth century

merit consideration for their evaluation of the life of David Hume. In

1807 Cadell published Thomas Edward Ritchie's An Account of the Life and

>iritinfs of David Hase, Esq. The Critical Review notes little claim to

originality in this publication but appreciates it for the fact that it

brings together in one body "all that has hitherto appeared concerning a

man who is undoubtedly one of the great ornaments of Knglish literature."20



Hi© voluae is described in tba review as exciting a highly favorable itapres-

sion of the DTiOTaHj intellectual, and moral qualities of the philosopher.

.incnt among Hume's traits *ere "faaaral benevolence," "great amenity of

manner, " and "a temper rot to be rifled by accidents, r»or suscoptiole of

'-he BMOMV passions of envy and Jealousy." While it is suggested that the

foundation:: c _^ disposition "may iiave been laid in a phlegm .ic eaper-

.t, - he ;:ift oi' natare, " it sua ^-vertheless .;teu a; id conTirsaed by

Hume's "studious habits arid his conviction of the great importance of such

dltppidtlom in b] -issary intercourse between man and man." The re-

viewer ooaolttd— that in evory respect tn^ private history of Dav-id Hume

authenticated that fall actions were ji-^vbt at variance with his wofessions.

As evidence of this, it is noted that, at & tine when Br# Robertson was in

high favor as §9 historian and Hum* had been received with coldness, Hume

acted toward him tdth wso Bath warmth of congratulation, so much sincerity

of advice, so much readiness i:o impart useful Icnowl^rjge, as set beyond con-

troversy the candour and integrity of his art, and evince that his preten-

83
siens to philosophy were not belied by his practice. fi "" Another incident

cited in support of Kurd's dispassionate concern for truth concerns the pro-

cee ings of tbs General Assembly after thi attention of the fie.noral public

had been called ~o the seris of hum© 1 8 works in 175£« Tne Scottish Church

was divided into conservative and liberal factions, and the zealots were par-

ticul«r'iy scandalized by the liberals 1 friendship with such "apostles of in-

fidelity 1' as Hurae and Lord Karnes. A series of debates took place, the re-

sults of Viiich were favorable to the cause of philosophical liberty; and the

issue was dismissed by a majority of the Presbytery. The reviewer considers

it characterise ic of itr. Hume that no niei.tion of this important episode was

included in his memoirs. ''The conduct of Ur, Hume on this occasion," he

says, "shows how little ho was influenced by 3uch paltry passions, aB I hat



in the publication of his opinions his principal motive was a firm persua-

sion that they Trero founded in truth,"

The relationship between Karnes and Hume at, the time thoy were in-

volved in the Assembly debates is examined from an entirely different point

of view by an editorial Hrn the Character of David Hume, as exhibited by his

own writings" written by "Crito" in the Gent"* g hj ate^aaino for BiftmJ)Wt
9%

1808/ Referring to the recently published Memoirs of lord Karnes, Crito re-

marks that it brings "to light some curious features of the character of

that great Champion of Seep r icism, though otherwise (as it aoooars) a man

endowed with a eo ssiderable portion of the social virtues, David Hume .

Several of **% "Hume's ffiMw letters were iiwlmtsd in that v*ork, which, ac-

cording to Crito, "bring down the Philosopher to the ordinary level of human

nature, and draw aside that veil of grave and dignified isnortance, which his

metaphysical naradoxes, or aw he ooanoously termed them discoveries^ have

thrown around bin." Crito observes from these letters

that it wis the Philosopher*! ruling passion, fpaa his flmi tn*
trar.ee into lifo, to distinguish himself by new, singular, and
daring opinions j that he aspired at the glory of bringing about
"an entire revolution in Philosophy"; and that the greatest ca-
lamity he dreadod was, to be overlooked, or to attract no atten-
tion from the literary world.

In Crito' s opinion, 'ttvui* rcared :x>t how great cho urice" of literary fame

and "deliberately sacrificed hi3 own peace of .aiad in pursuit of hi3 empty

bubble." ** quotations are cited from Huase's writings which, according to the

critic, apparently escaped the scrutiny of James L
: eattde. This Scottish

poet, who defined in his "Essay on Truth* the answers of Reid s>nrl his fol-

lowers to Hume's scepticism, was credited by Samuel Johnson as having "con-

futed" the philosopher; but Sir Leslie Stephen has described him as "simply

the mouthpiece of the vague cry of alarm which went up from the ordinary

mass of mankind as they became aware that acute thinkers were in some sense

sapping the foundations of their creed." At any rate, Crito intends to
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supplement Beattie^ arguments with quotations from Hume which rive "a strik-

ing picture of the misery of that zuan*:> mind, who, by his own melancholy con-

fession, had so heated his brain with metaphysical subtleties, «that he was

ready to reject all belief and reasoning whatever, and could look uoon no

opinion even as more probable or likely than another, ,,; One such quotation

reflects Hume's passionate concern for, or perhaps psychological dependence

on, social approval

i

When I look abroad, I foresee on every side dispute, contradic-
d ••>, anger; oaOLvnufi and datamation* Whan I tana v in-

ward, I find nothing but doubt and ignorance. All the world
ootuppirea to appoaa and contradict sag though such is ay waala*
ness, that I feol all ray opinions loosen and fall of themselves,

aafupported by the approbation of oth i»«16

-revelations are considered by Crito ao going "farther towards the

exposure of that v fart&eaa Pfellesop&y9 than all the laboured argu-

I ? hia controversial antagonists. "'

More intimate ra£U-ctions upon Hume arc contained in Francis

Hardy »s Life of lord Charlgraont, reviovwd in the Edinturgh Review for Novem-

ber, 1**11. 1X1 the review concludes that OhAf&anontv
fl account of Hume

is morn entartd than accurate, it does not doubt that the account is a

faithful record of Charlemont*!* JW^iPltalHIH of the tfAtingolflfaed ptdlOMfiMUPa

It doubts, however, that an Irish lord, v
I visit at a foreign

court Turin " would be "precisely the person most capable of appreciating

28
the value of such a man as David Hume." Lord Charleaont provides an in-

teres'ing physical description of the philosopher:

"Nature, I believe, never forrced any MB more unlike his real
character than David Itaae, The powers of physiognoiay ^ere
baffled by hia BOtffitananoai neither could the most skilful,
in that science, pretend to discover the scialloat trace of
the faculties of his nind, in the unmeaning features of hia
visage. His faca waa broad and fat, hia mouth vride, and
without any other expression than that of imbecility. Ma
eyes, vacant and spiritless j and the corpulence of his whole
person r»as far better fitted to communicate the idea of a
tartle-eating alderman, Lhan of a refined philosopher. His
speech, in English, was rendered ridiculous by the broadast
Scotch accant; and his French was, if possible, still more
laughable; so that wisdom, most certainly, never disguised
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hersolf before in ao uncouth a garb. Though now near fifty
years old, he was healthy and strong; but his health and
strength, far from being advantageous to his figure, instead
of manly comeliness, had only the appearance of rusticity.

"

29

With reference to Hume's character, Charlemont states that "of all the phi-

losophers of his sect, none, I believe, ever joined more real benevolence

to his mischievous principles, than my friend Hume." He goes on to say that

"his love to mankind was universal, and vehement; and there was no service

he would not cheerfully have done to his fellow-creatures, excepting only

that of suffering them to save thtir souls in their own way. He was tender-

30
hearted, friendly, and charitable in the extreme." An amusing anecdote is

related about Hume* 8 infatuation rdth a beautiful and accomplished lady of

Turin i "One day he addressed her in the usual commonplace strain, that he

was ablime, aneanti. — »0hl pour aneanti, • replied the lady, 'ce n'est en

effet qu» une operation tres naturelle de votre Systerie.'" Charlemont is

quoted as wondering how Hume had been able to endure the "French female Ti-

tans, " for "in England, either his philosophic pride, or his conviction that

infidelity was ill suited to women, made him perfectly averse from the initi-

32
ation of ladies into the mysteries of his doctrine." Of Hume's behavior in

controversy, Charlemont notes that be never failed "to give due praise to

every thing tolerable that was either said or written against him." For ex-

ample, when the Irish lord questioned him whether the curb of religion was

not necessary to human nature, the philosopher replied: "'The objections, 1

answered he, 'are not vi thout weight; but error never can produce good; and

truth ought to take place of all considerations. 1 "

literary Characteristics

Of the literary merits of "David Hume's work the Gentleman's Maga-

zine appears to have nothing to say, but the other three journals have a

great deal. In reviewing An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals,

Mr. Rose in the Monthly Review for January, 1752, remarks that "clearness
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and precision of ideas on abstracted and metaphysical subjects, and at the

same time propriety, elegance and snirit, are seldom found united in any writ-

ings in a more eminent degree than in those of Mr. Hume." It is the .-Judgment

of the reviewer, moreover, that the work in question will no doubt consider-

ably raise Hume*s reputation among the general public because of its freedom

from the scepticism of his former pieces. ** In the same issue, Mr. Rose com-

mends Hume»s Political Discourses for their "elegance and spirit," "clearness

of reasoning," "great knowledge of history," and "comprehensive views of

things. "•*-> Hume* s Four Dissertations ("The Natural History of Religion,"

«*0f the Passions," "Of Tragedy," and "Of the Standard of Taste") were re-

viewed by Rose in the Monthly for February, 175>7. Noting that few contempor-

ary writers are so generally read as Mr. Hume, Rose enumerates the qualities

of his writing which recommend them to "every Reader of taste"! a delicacy

of sentiment, an original turn of thought, a perspicuity, and often an ele-

36
gance of language. A month earlier the same reviewer praised the second

volume of Hume's History as "a masterly performance, with a succinct and ani-

mated narrative, a flowing yet correct diction, and pertinent reflections

arising naturally from the subject." '

The review of the Four Dissertations in the Critical Review of the

same month and year echoes the warning that a discerning reader should not

be misled by elegance of style. In connection with the first essay "The Na-

tural History of Religion, " it is premised that "authors of such acknowledged

and distinguished abilities as Mr. Hume, are always to be read with care and

caution, more especially on subjects of this nature, because wherever there

is a power to please and to persuade, there is also a power to mislead and to

betray"; and the reviewer warns against such complaisance toward a writer that

his principles are adopted and sentiments imbibed simply from an admiration

38
of his style. A less cautious attitude is assumed in the Critical Review

for Novonber, 175>8, where there is a review of a work written by "S. T."
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Remarks upon the Natural History of iieligion • • • v:ith dialogues on heathen

Idolatry , and the chrlstiui religion . It is stated here that those who have

called Hume obscure and paradoxical as a moralist and wild and ideal as a

politician have not made their positions "good by a pen half so masterly as

his own." Hume's Bontitjents are described as "generally new, ingenious, and

deep, the result of a sound judgment, and fine ijaagin&tion. " While the phi-

losopher is not defended as a politician and moralist and while a disposition

to error is granted in his "extreme refinement, subtlety, and abstractedness,

the reviewer labels these as "blemishes of a venial nature, if they are blem-

ishes, " and states that they are redeemed by the facts that "they tend to im-

prove the rational faculty, fix the attention, and open the mind to a full

29
display and exertion of its powers."^ Similar praise is devoted to Two New

Essays ("Of the Jealousy of Trade" and "Of the Coalition of Politics") re-

viewed in the Critical Review for June, 1760. They are described as reflect-

ing "credit on the good sense, moderation, and public spirit of the elegant

writer." The reviewer despairs of condensing llume *s meaning "in less com-

pass than he has allowed it" and clones his article by observing that "the

author runs no hazard of diminishing the reputation he has deservedly ac-

quired of a refined, manly, and free enquirer, by this addition to his polit-
ic

ical works." The Critical Review can be more specific in its literary

criticism. In reviewing the second volume of Hume's History (The Common-

wealth, Charles I, and James II), the Review is somewhat lenient about the

historian's partiality to the Stuarts and his pique against the Protestant

Dissenters, chalking these off as understandable prepossessions in no w^y

warping &ome from the truth in any part of the narration. The reviewer,

however, lists some aniiaadversions with reference to style, lie complains of

affectation and deficiency in weight and simplicity. For example, affecta-

tion and periphrasis are cited in the following sentence from page 119, where

Hume speaks of the Quakers:
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Instead of that affected adulation Introduced into modern tongues,
of speaking to individuals ac if bey vers a ui^Jtitudej they re-
turned to simplicity of ancient languages ; and vhou and thee
were the only tfqpaNMMJUMMj *hich, on any consideration, they could
be brought to employ.

The reviewer suggests that instead of "this diffuse period" the message might

have been expressed in fewer v*ords» "They used the simple appellatives thou

and thee oven to nersons of the most distinguished rank . He is also criti-

cal of Hume's use of Latin idioms and Roman orthography in spelling words of

Latin origin, s Jch as favor, labor, honor, ardor, which, according to the re-

viewer, ''appear like aliens in an Enptish production." Hurae is also criti-

cized for by-tossing the French in using such words as emergence and incon-

sistence instead of emergency and inconsistency. In addition, his numerous

Scoticisms are criticized, as well as seme "ill sustained metaphors, such as

a torrent irritated, territories in motion, and., iameasurablfi ardor ." Not-

withstanding these bleraishes, this volume is pronounced "one of the best his-

tories which modern times have nroduced."^

Hume's early nineteenth-century literary reputation is reflected

by the Edinburgh Review . His style is compared with that of Dr. Robertson.

In a review of Dugald Stewards Account of the Life and writings of William

Robertson, Robertson's style is described as "infinitely more faultless than

Hume , s, if it is less forcible." The excellencies of Robertson are defined

as being of a more useful nature when history must deal with more ordinary

things than "the downfall of kingdoms and hierarchies, or the romantic valour

and faithfulness of Sydney* and i
ialkland3. M In later issues of the journal,

however, reviews are more complimentary to Hume. A lengthy criticism of a

characteristic fault of contemporary literature is included in the Edinburgh

Review's (February, 1811) discussion of Robert Southey's The Curse of Kehama .

This fault, of which Southey is cited as an example, is described as

the offensive anxiety that our authors arc continually shewing
to make the most of their talents and their materials—to miss
no occasion to astonish and transport the reader—and to take
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q - notfal Loll ttey thick beautiful cr impcrt/-
ant s^all ^as* omblMTlJli cr be dismissed till its merits have
I ,

apoercnt to the most nenlipent
an* inattentive. It in this riles- r •>!• trltk of ovrrrati:
importar.ee of all cur conceptions, that has made our recent lil/-

erature so intolerably diffuse and voluminous .

^

In contrast to this, the reviewer notes that *no man . • . has now the for-

bearance to write essays as short as Kuuus's, even if ha had talents to make

them as pood: nor ^U any one be contented with stating hi3 views and argu-

ments in a popular and concise manner, and leaving them to their fatej but we

«iust have long speculative introdjctione—illustrations and digressions--ob-

^tions anticipated a\-d answered—verbose apologies, at once fulsome and

modest—-practical inferences—historical deductions—and predictions as to

the effect of our doctrines, or the neglect of ther?., on the fate of men, and

of the universe, in all time coming."^ Further evidence of the Edinburgh

Review's appreciation of Hum* »s literary anilities about a decade and a half

later is to be found in its review of the second edition of Dr. Iingard'e

History of England.*** Lingard's isork is praised for its style and diction,

but it is iudged to contain nothing of "those general and comprehensive

views, that sagacity and tudgraent, those masterly lessons of political wis-

dom, that profound knowledge of htuaan nature, that calm rhilc3ophy, and dis-

passionate balancing of opinions, which delight and instruct us in the pages

of Hume." The reviewer comments favorably on Hume*s practice, disapproved by

Lingard, of giving an historic form to discussions on grave and important

questions by presenting the arguments on both sides of an issue Mas having

been actually proposed and urged at the time, by The contending parties •"

Conceiving that the object of history is to impart Knowledge and not just to

"load the memory with events, " the reviewer regards these discuasions not as

fictions but as "political disquisitions, applicable to all times and places,"

Indeed, they are regarded as having a timeless quality because they are drawn

from the recesses of Hume's own mind rather than from "the monkish chronicles,
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who'e," ace* r>.viewer, ".Or. Lingard hao probably sought for thera

;u" Such truth and Justice are ascribed td Hiss's refj.er hat,

• of tho absence of aiy authority in contemporary ainal3, they are be~

Xlofflod l« "contain the .sentiments and views, not only of he statea?aan and

parties to fftttsj ho ascribe;? them, btft of politicians and nations, at all limes

and on all occasion viben similar quo stions have arisen, 3ince men were first

united in society, and fOfioVMd by thair reason and rollectionb."' 1 '

Political Views

Although the first volume of Hume's History of England sold only

forty-five copies, it appears that by the end of the century his History had

become popular. The successive volumes of the series received extensive re-

views in the Monthly ttovj *>w shortly after their publication, and Huiae'a colitr-

ical views ^re analyzed at length decades later in the Edinburgh Review in

connection vdth its reviews of the writings of other historians. Except for

its review of J. Towers 1 Observations on Ur» Hume* a Mistory of Sngland , the

Critical Review apparently' did not devote much attention to the historical

writings of Hume. It is also interesting to note that nothing appeared in

the Gentleman 1 s ^agaaine applicable to EhStt'l histories until 1785, when var-

ious letters were addressed to the editor condemning the Jacobite orc.iudices

of Hume and other writers.

Hume began his History of England .vith the House of Stuart, because,

as lie writes in his ateaoirs, he was frightened at the prospect of continuing

a narrative through 17CX) years. The first volume, which covered the roigns

of James I and Charles I, was reviewed by Klaasaan in the Monthly flavicw for

March, 1755. First of all reference is made to fltBW*a "ele^nt nerra'ion of

facta and events" and his "pleasing, animated delineation of characters."

The reviewer questions, however, whether elegance i* ItOlMffJ1 IB a historian

and asserts contrarily that "the more essential articles of IMI AHTIALITY and
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CONSISTENCY, will ever be regarded as the most valuable and most indispens-

able qualifications." The abilities of "this very ingenious writer" can be

seen with pleasure employed on subjects to which they are appropriate, but

Flexman's judgment is that "the history of his own country is the last he

ought to have attempted." The indulgence which Hume as an historian claimed

for his own "favorite system of religion or politics" is legitimate, in the

reviewer's opinion, "only when such systems appear reconcilable to the real

constitution of the government, and look with a benevolent aspect on the

rights and liberties of the subjects." Hume is also charged with concealing

or partially exhibiting necessary facts and sometimes presenting only "half-

views and side-glances" at thera.*4^ The second volume of the Stuart history,

covering the Co aionwerlth and the reigns of Charles II and James II, was re-

viewed by Rose in the Monthly for January, 1757. It is found to be more

pleasureable than the first chiefly because there are "none of those indecent

excursions on the subject of religion, which are to be met with in his first

volume, and which must, no doubt, have 'iven offense to every candid Reader"

Nevertheless, with respect to that impartiality and inviolable respect to

truth so indispensable to an historian, Hume is judged to be greatly defi-

cient. His partiality is illustrated in the delineation of certain charac-

ters, where he censures with "too rauch alertness those whom he chuses to de-

preciate" or artfully endeavors "to give agreeable pictures of very disagree-

able originals. "50

With the third and fourth volumes of his historical works, Hume

began to write history in retrogression. His account of the House of Tudor

in two volumes was reviewed by Ruffhead in the Monthly Review for April and

&*>'> 1759. Although Ruffhead observes that the writing of history backward

is net the most natural or intelligible method, he commends Hume for confin-

ing himself to detached reigns rather than attempting at once a general
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history. The reigns covered in these volumes are considered by the reviewer

to be of great importance j and a judicious and perspicuous treatment of them

requires, in his opinion, "an intimate acquaintance with the ancient Consti-

tution of this kingdom, that is, the feudal system, " which he apparently feels

Hume lacked. Ho, therefore, takes issue with the historian's insinuation that

the basis of civil liberty was not laid by Henry the Seventh} and this dis-

agreesaent provides the framework for the reviewer's lengthy criticism. Ruff-

head charges Hume with a "passion for singularity" and considers this as the

source of his inconsistencies and improprieties. Again, there is the custom-

ary warning not to be misled by literary ingenuity t

flit should be considered, that although the reputation he has
deservedly acquired in the literary world, say bide bis defects
from those who are content to take facts and sentiments upon
truth, yet by such means they become more striking and observ-
able to men, who are detached from personal prepossessions J and
it becomes more immediately their duty, to obviate the impres-
sions which error may make under the sanction of such acknow-
ledged merit.-*1

The review concludes on a favorable note, with the claim that the exceptions

taken have been "actuated by the spirit of free inquiry, not the malevolence

of criticism," and with the pleasurable observation that "even • . [Hume'sj

errors are generally the merits of genius, ever ambitious to be singular. "^

The concluding two volumes of the History, covering the period from

the invasion of Julius Caesar to the Accession of Henry VII, were reviewed by

Huffhead in the Monthly Review for December, 1761, and February, 1762. In

general, it can be said that Ruffhead %» asere extravagant in his praise of

Hume than either Rose or Flexman. He appears to be less concerned about the

religious issues and is most anxious about dime's analysis of the sources of

English constitutionalism and civil liberties. Huffhead's praise of these

volumes of the History is liberal partly because he sees In this period of

English history "an abundant store to gratify- curiosity" but "little matter

to inflame zeal." He apologizes for the difficulties the historian
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encountered In his dealing with the Kousos of Tudor and Stuart; and in speak-

ing of the political prejudices, the party divisions, and the religious big-

otry which characterized thie period, he concludes that "Mr, Hume's free and

liberal craft ox Grind, was well adapted to reconcile their discordant princi-

ples." Since he was not a slave to any sect or party and was little biased

by prejudice, Hume is credited with being able to accuse both Papists and

Protestants, Royalists and Republicans, swch to the disgust of both sides

who, while having to admit the excellence of the writer, joined forces in

condemning tho historian. The only censure in this review is Ruffhead'8 re-

futation of Hume's opinion that the "commons were excluded from the Saxon

'Httenagemot. "-^ The reviewer's praise is continued in regard to the second

volume. He commends them both as "the most just and masterly account of the

reigns of our early Kings, that has hitherto been penned" and notes that •the

attentive reader will find that philosophy and, jurisprudence consistently go

hand in hand with history. *****

Tk® Critical Heviow's coverage of Hume's History is limited to its

April, 1773, review of a book written by J. Towers titled Observations on ifr «

Hume's History of England, Attention is called here to observations made in

the book that few modern historical viorks 'were more read or more celebrated

than Hume's and that for elegance and real and distinguished genius his repu-

tation was well deserved. Klevortheless, Towers finds fidelity, accuracy,

and impartiality lacJcing in Hume and proceeds to indict hiia for resorting to

affectation and singularity in order to excite public attention. Towers in-

tends his 'observations" on certain passages in the History as "sufficient to

evince, that whatever commendation may be due to Mr. Hume as an ingenious,

elegant, and polished writer, he is not entitled to equal praise as an exact,

faithful, and impartial historian. "^ It is net specifically stated whether

the unidentified revie-j/er concurs in Towern' opinions, but he does defend

t's treatment of the House of Tudor. One of the most common and material
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objections to Hume's History wa3 that ho had ovcr-represmted the despotism

of the Tudors in order to er enaate tht; conduct of he Stuarts. But the re-

view dofonda Hume's position on the groindl that "the English Constitution

was far from being rightly poised in those ares" and that the facts show that

"the prerogatives of the crown w«re then frequently asserted in measures

which seem inconsistent with a regard to public freedom, as the latter has

since b«en ascertained." In addition, it is arguod that "a degree of author-

ity much superior to what is vested at present in the crown" had to be as-

sumed by the executive power ";>ofore the privileges of tjie people were fixed

with greater precision." On these grounds, the reviewer believes that objec-

tions to Hume's account of the pre-Civil War period have no real basis.**

The extent of the Gentleman's Magazine's coverage of Hume as an

historian is three letters to "Mr, Urban," a copy of a letter from Horace

Walpole, an open letter to the people of Great Britain, and a roview of a

book called Advice on the Study and Practice of the Law . An anonymous let-

ter in tfefl July, l?8j>, issue of the journal asks the question, "What obliga-

tions have we to the house of Stuart?" The writer also has a proposalt

Let any sensible, dispassionate man, divesting himself of preju-
dice against presbyterians and republicans, review the Stuart
reipns with an impartiality and candour greater than Harris, H.ime,

or Macaalay possess, and tell us, wherein consist the merits of
their administrations, or what blessings we owe to them, except
that oppression, which maketh vdse men mad, taught or ought to
teach us the true value of liberty; and, then let him, draw a fair
comparison between them and the princes of the houses of Orange or
Bruns-^ck, and apply it to the happiness of oar present enjoy-
ments.^?

An unsigned letter in the September, 1785, issue, res-xmding to the question

raised by the previous correspondent, takes it for granted that the ques-

tioner presumes no obligation "to that cursed race, not one of whom appears

to have possessed talents to do any good for themselves or those over whom

they were placed by Providence to govern." This correspondent cites as a

case in point James the First's pardoning of the principal agent, Carr, in



th* Overbury affsir after having sworn rover to spare I ny of the guilty by

the curse of God on himself and his posterity. "What credit, " ho asks, "is

due to an hiHtorian, vrho, after these facts, summinp up his character, shell

dare to assert his intentions WMFl Just? trhich Wurae does." The letter is

anonymous, but it concl ides -<ith ta identification of the writer as "one who

sincerely loves and honours the constitution of hi3 country both in church

and sta<e, and is no papist, no pr~sbyt«vrian, no republican .
"^

We have also an account of Hor-s.ce "/alpolo^s evaluation of Hume in

a letter written from Straviberry Hill, October 23, 1783, tc Governor Pownall,

which «as publish <i i.n the .mtlcnan * 3 Marnsino for December, 1798. The pur-

pose of the letter is both to com-aend Pownall on something he had written in

Justification of !'alpole»s father and to make two oblections, the first on

Pownall 1 s comparison of the elder Walpole to Sylla and the second on the

charge of Ingratitude on the part of the Hancvors to the Prime Minist< r.

Pownall is commended for "lustly referring the princioles of liberty to the

Saxon system, and imputing the corruptions of it to the Norman." In connec-

tion with this point, VTalpole labels Hume a mountebank:

This was a great deal too deep for that superficial mountebank
Hume to go; for, a uountebank he was. He mounted a freteau in
the garb of a philosophic empiric, but dispensed no drugs but
what he was authorized to ve>id by a royal patent, and which
were full of Turkish opium. He had studied nothing relative
to the English Constitution before Queen Elisabeth, and had se-
lected her most arbitrary acts to countenance those of the Stu-
arts; and even hers he misrepreserj: ed; for, her worst deeds
were levelled against the nobility, those of the Stuarts against
the people; hers, consequently, were rather an obligation to
the people; for, the most hoinous part of common desootism is,
that it produces a thousand desoots instead of one.59

He continues his denunciation of the historian by declaring that "the flimsy,

ignorant, blundering, manner in which Hume executed the reigns preceding

Henry VII is a proof of how little he had examined the history of the consti-

tution •

"

In another letter from "Agrippa v to "Mr. Urban," published in the
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July* 1769, issue, Hume is taken to task for ridiculing the glories of war

and imputing the memory "of our gallant naval countrymen." The incident has

to do with the destruction of the i&arquis of Bajadox, viceroy of Peru, toge-

ther with his wife and daughter, when the plate fleet was attacked by Captain

fitaynor. The writer quotes Hume as saying that

"the idarquis himself might have escaped; but seeing these unfortu-
nate women, astonished with the darvrer, fall Into e »?woon KEMfl

perish in the . , he- thttH rather to aie with them than to
drng out a life embittered with the remembrance- of *

1

scenes. Such events, which saelt the tender heai*t of Humanity,
ar~ rr. atter of tri\rgph arid eyuititAor. In the barbarous trado of
war."

Verses are quoted from Wallt.? memorializing the same incident, which the

writer considers "more honourable to our countrymen, and, to reason from the

whole ienour of British History, far more probable." If Waller * a verses

should appear but indifferent to the nicety of a modern ear, 8 the writer con-

cludes, "his celebrated reply to King Charles may be properly quoted, »Poets

never succeed 30 wall in writing truth as in fiction. 1 "

In the fourth letter of "Letters to the People of Great Britain on

tlie Cultivation of their National history, n in the Gentleman 1 s Magazine for

Bay, 1788, °Philistor° complains of the neglect of the period of English his-

tory before the Norman Conquest. He *upr>o«es three reasons for the neglect:

the want of materials; the difficulty arising from the heptarchic division;

and the influence of the philosophy of history of Lord Bolingbroke, who con-

sidered the early history of a country as useless zn£, regarded only the mo-

dern pM"t| beginning with Emperor Charles V, as worth?'" of study. It is the

writer* 3 argument, liowever, that the knowledge of JeUflfB history is not pos-

siMe without recourse to lbs founteinheada in BDaeicst events and manners.

Liftoff is here I ttlbg tbe basic fault -this!) Leslie Stephen lull seen

in the hjltoil— of Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon, Man incapacity to recogniee

the great forces by which history is moulded, and the continuity which gives
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to it a real unity.""-* As Mr, Stephen puts it, "the formula that •anything

may be the cause of anything else* must obviously lead to a perfunctory dis-

charge of the duties of a philosophical historian," Hume's philosophy had

taught hiin the moral necessity of turning to experience, but a crude inter-

rogation of experience can reveal "only varities of external conformation,

without exhibiting the governing forces which mould the internal constitu-

te
tion." If "anything may be the cause of anything else," it is understand-

able that Hume found it plausible to begin his history at random. But be-

cause Hume began his history with the Stuarts and wrote backwards, Philistor

sees that the whole was discolored

s

The consequence is, that he has quite mistaken the most glaring
features of our constitution, and c rried the despotism of the
Stuarts along with hira through all our history. Nor can any
problem in mathematics be more certain than that it is impossi-
ble either to write or read history properly by retrogression.
The knowledge of the ancient part is not onlyv,necessary in it-
self, but necessary to understand the modern,°5

Observing that the %odern history of Europe consists merely of wars which

end in nothing, and in the filthy chicane of politics, so disgusting to eyrexy

ingenuous mind," the writer believes that "the period of great events begins

at the fall of the Roman empire, and lasts till the eleventh century." He

notes that the history of England falls into two periods: the first of about

seven centuries from the arrival of the Saxons to the Conquest, and the sec-

ond of about seven centuries from the Conquest to the present. Whereas Greek

or Roman historians would have devoted equal words to each, such is the dis-

parity of modern history that only half a volume is given to the pre-Conquest

era while the latter fills seven and a half.

The Gentleman's Magazine for J:me, l8lf>, reviews with approval a

book by William Wright titled Advice on the Study and Practice of the Law .

The book is addressed to attorneys' clerks, but the reviewer believes that

young men of any profession would benefit from it. Singled oat for special
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attrition is a chapter "On tiM Study of History, " where the young iien are

cautioned against the two celebrated historians, Hume and Gibbon. Care is

admonished for the perusal of their works lest thoir imposing style end de-

ist.io.Jl observations "ingraft on the mind sentiments ronugnant to the inter-

ests of mankind, and the dictator of true religion." Bright admit 3 that the

Torks contain inuch useful knowledge but argues that though the errors art?

not numerous, they are important and "likely to escape detection by a tyro."

There is then a flat recommendation that Henry's viator"' of "rr t Bri bain

and Andrews 1 continuation of it should be re-id instead of Hume's, and that

Gibbon should be postponed until the student has become mature enough and

fft
has more leisure to examine it properly.

A groat deal of attention is devoted by the Edinburgh Review in

the early nineteenth century to Hume's political theories and, in particu-

lar, to his attitude to the Stuarts. The discussion begins with a review of

a work by John Miliar titled An Historical View of the English Government,

from the Settlement of the Saxons in Britain, to the Revolution in 1688,

which is interpreted as a formal answer to Hume's historical position,"

The review indicates that a certain levelling-off had been reached with

Hume's admission that Charles I was guilty of many arbitrary things and with

hie explanation that he "only apologies for him on the ground of his heredi-

tary prejudices, the necessity of his situation, and the distrust which was

naturally inspired by the increasing boldness and exaction of his Parlia-

ment." There is concession also in i&liar's acknowledgment that "the Par-

liament ultimately carried their precaution and their vengeance a little too

farj that their patriotism was tainted with fanaticism; that their republi-

canism was not seconded by the voice of the nation; and that it paved the

way for the usurpation and military despotism of the protector." It is the

judgment of the reviewer, nevertheless, that both historians have piven
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their party," The review aides with ililiar on the points that the Constitu-

tion of England was a United monarchy and "that the government of England

was always considered as distinct from the absolute monarchies that existed

over the greater part f the continent." Although Hume is charged by th«

reviewer with aggravating "the absurdities cf the puritanical leaders of that

agw" and omitting "no opportunity to hold up the fanaticism of the Parliament

itself to derision," he claims that Millar, at the same time, has ascribed

to Parliament "a far more unmixed and liberal spirit of patriotism, than they

really appear to have possessed," As to the difficult question of what pro-

portion of Parliaments acts r.ere dne to their "impatience of civil oppres-

sion" and what to "their religious discontents," the revierer appears to take

tii© side of Hume in entertaining no doubts that the religious question played

69
a very important part, w

To many people Hume's political philosophy implied an indifference

to liberty because of abhorrence cf civil revolutions. This is one of the

charges of a book written by Charles Fox, A History of the eariy Part of

Jaiaes tho Second, which was reviewed in the il-dlnburgh Review Tor July, 1808 •

The book criticises those "speculative doctrines" which question the "real

value of liberty, and the illusions by which :sen are carried away who fancy

themselves acting on the principle of patriotism." According to such specu-

lative theories, private happiness is -"aid to have «%>ut little dependence on

the nature of government";

The oppressions of aonarchs and demagogues are nearly equal in de-
gree, though a little different in form; and the only thing cer-
tain is, that in flying from tho ono, w© shall fall into the other,
and suffer tremendously in the transition. If aiabitions and great
activity therefore be not rsecossary to over happiness, we 3hall do
wisely to occupy ourselves with the jaany innocent and pleasing pur-
suits that are allowed under all iTavernments, instead of spreading
tumult and discontent, by endeavouring to realise some political
conceit of cur own imagination, '^
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Fox blames Hume as "chiefly responsible for the prevalence of this Eoicnrean

and ignoble strain of sentiment in this country, —an author from whose dis-

positions and understanding, a very different doctrine might have been antic-

ipated." In a footnote at this point the Edinburgh reviewer also finds it

unaccountable and absurd that Hume should have sided with "high church and

high monarchy men." The preposterous arguments of the jus divinuia theory

would seem naturally to conflict with Hume*s "unrivalled sagacity," as the

subjection of "the enjoyments of thousands to the caprice of one unfeeling

individual" would seem to jar with the philosopher's "natural benevolence."

Fox's position is that the persons and properties of individuals can be se-

cured in no other way but by political freedom, and even "the consciousness

of independence is a great enjoyment in itself, " and "without it, all the

powers of the mind, and all the capacities of hapoiness, are gradually

71
blunted and destroyed."'

In 1810 circulation in France of a pamphlet amounting to a pane-

gyric on despotism caused the Edinburgh Review in February, 1811, to re:nark

that "if Bonaparte has hitherto played the hypocrite, it must be allowed

that his agents now speak plain."' The pamphlet Sur la So-iverainete , was

written by M« J. Chas, Ancien Jurisconsult©. Its importance was that it

favorably compared a simple despotic government with all other simple and

complex forms and particularly with the mixed form exemplified in Great Bri-

tain. The pariphlet gives the Review an opportunity to recall Hume's defense

of Charles the First, a summary of which follows

s

Tet, of this Sovereign, who wanted only the support of a mili-
tary force to have declared himself absolute, Husae, while ques-
tioning the purity of Hambden's virtue, does not scruple to say—
"If his conduct was derived in a groat measure from necessity,
and from a natural desire of defending that prerogative which
was transmitted to him from his ancestors, and which his Parlia-
ments were visibly encroaching onj there is no reason why he may
not be esteemed a very virtuous prince, and entirely worthy of
trust from his people . " Notwithstanding his arbitrary levying
of ship-money, —notwithstanding his forced loans, —all the
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severities of his St<';j>-Ch&mber, —his arbitrary iaprisorcaents
without trial, and oven of ©embers of Parliament for freedom
of speech in the House, —the illustrious writer goes on to de-
clare, that ••the sriev-ucee under which the ration laboured,
when considered in themselves, without regard to the constitu-
tion, scarcely deserve the BHt*1 —T^ace,*' he adds, in *
laboured paneryric, "industry, commerce, opulence? nay, even
Justice and lenity of adRinistration* DDtoithstandlJBf scat* very
fair exceptions t all these were enjoyed by the people, and every
other blessing of government — EXCEPT LIBERTY. "7j

The review of the panegyric or despotism concludes with the idea that con-

ceptions of popular tendencies to MWOT off the yoke of government are much

exaggerated. Except for very extraordinary elOTnntetniwetj the reviewer ar-

gMep the tendency is j-osrt the opposite. To prove hi3 point, he quotes from

no other source but Hume himself, in the opening of the fifty-third chapter

°~ hif* Mlstwy t Hume's observation in ?»ade "after the trial of Hampden*

which bad so wonderfully tended to inflame tbe nation, — and after all the

nrecedenta of arbitrary/ government, yhich had been not only witnessed but

resisted* s

Thn it was justly apprehended that «uch precedanto, if patiently
submitted to, would end in a total disuse of parliaments, and in
the establishment of arbitrary authority; Charles dt^eaded no op-
position from the people, who are not cttsiaaouly caich affeciecT with
consequences, and require soae sirlpJi&ng active £b engag< ;W"1&
a resistance of esiabllsKed gpovernment . • • • tSSher&l rebellions
aho*

1

revolts oTsn wihole people' wSEf& |/©re encouraged , now, or at
any time. They are always provoked. "?**

A statement such as this, admitting as it does the submisslveness of people

to government, apt^ears to be an example of Hume's inconsistency in view of

his vigorous defense of the Stuarts on the basis of what he assumes to be

the unjustifiable demands of the people.

In an age when the revolutionary spirit was sweeping the Continent,

the Whig defendants of civil liberty in England stressed the fact that a peo-

ple has to be long and carefully brained for freedom, A proper balance has

to be achieved between established authority and the civil liberties of the

people, and this balance is dependent upon the opinion of the people at any
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given tine. This is the essence of a review la toe jidin'ourgh Review for Sep-

tember, iSlli, of the book Teoria de lab Cortes^ o Grandes Juntas Nacionalos

de los Hoinoo dc Laon £ Caatllla, written by El Ciudadano Don Francisco

iiartinea Marina and Canonlgo do la Iglesia de Jan Isidro de Madrid.^ In the

process of discussing the Spaniards' incapacity for liberty, the reviewer pos-

tulates 3ome political principles »Mch clearly reflect the influence of Burke.

The remarks, however, are prefaced by an onqualified subscription to Hume's

doctrine that "every people, not absolutely subdued by foreign force, must be

governed bjr opinion} or, if the admirers of Mr, Paine object to that word, by

prejudice." The basis of government is said fed exist not in a social contract

or in divine right, but rather in "the general consent and tacit agreement of

the people, as at the moment subsisting." The reviewer is carof il not to con-

clude, however, that "heca'isc power is derived from the people, that all gov-

ernments in which they do not reserve a portion for themselves, are illegiti-

mate." BSj trguaetit is that a people can as easily bestow the power of taxa-

tion OS one hereditary ruler "as to five h.mdred, renewed even' seven years."

"The uprem governor, " he goes on to say, "may gain his situation by address;

—but ho can only keep it by a conformity to the habits and manners of the peo-

ple who live under him." The reviewer's antagonism to revolutionary princi-

ples is reflected in his opinion that "improvement must be gradual," On this

basis, he believes it impossible that the people of Spain should be able to

pass at once "to the comprehension of Locke and Rousseau." It is necessary

that there be years of inquiry led by "great captains in philosophy" before

the speculative opinions of men can be changed. He "hen proceeds to list sev-

eral qualities which are essential to men who would be permanently free. In

the first place, "they must have a spirit of exertion, —not for sudden ef-

forts, but for a constant struggle against the abuses which lead to despo-

tism." Secondly, the principles of justice must be "generally understood and

impartially administered in the tribunals," and justice, furthermore, must
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which is described as "the tie which keeps together the discordant members of

our Legislature, —which prevents the Commons i'roa insisting on a democracy,

the Lords on an ariwtocracy, and the King on an absolute monarchy, " in other

words; "Una temper by widen they perceive the hopelessness of such objects."

The fundamental error of inexperience and intemperance is "to press a general

theorem at tht? risk of losing a practical advantage," and "to inculcate an

alarming doctrine which prevents the success of a salutary measure," The dif-

ficulty of any newly established government is that, while "the old 3yst«»

oust have many secret friends in the selfish, the prejudiced, and the indo-

lent, " and new leaders blunder in their inexperience, they are lacking "that

solemn and habitual respect which is the best bulwark of a government," The

language of the Tory Hume is quoted to underscore the last points "The sacred

boundaries of the laws being once violated, nothing remains to confine the

wild projects of seal and ambition; and every successive revolution becomes a

76
precedent for that which follows," Thus, two of Hume's theories, that a

people must be govez-nod by opinion and that the boundaries of law are sacro-

sanct, are invoked to support a balance between established authority and

civil liberty.

The political philosophy of David Hume is further analysed in the

Edinburgh Review in connection with the reviews of two other histories of

&iglsnd. George Brcdie's A History of the British Smpire , iron: the Acces-

sion of Charles I j£ the Restoration was published in 1822, and John Lin-

gard*a A History of England, from the first Invasion to the Romans was pub-

lished in 1823, Reference will be made first to Lingard's History, which was

reviewed in the Edinburgh Review for April, 1825, The tone of the review is

conciliatory toward Hume, whose humanitarianism is shown to eclipse that of

Lingard. Whereas the indignation of Hume is aroused by "a scene of cruelty,
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hypocrisy, or injustice, " lAngard's humanity is depicted as "apt to slumber

where none but laymen suffer; and his indignation against oppression is sel-

dom warm, unless when churchnen are wronged," This, if Hume is "accused of

a childish partiality for Kings, " Lingard is guilty of worshipping "a more

jealous idol—the Church," The reviewer frankly apologises for Hume, differ-

entiating the philosopher as he appeared in his temperament and as he was in

his speculative tendencies. Although it is admitted that "the general tenor

of his History of England is unfavourable to the popular party in our Consti-

tution, tt the reviewer states that he has always assumed that "ar. Hume was in

reality an a&rdrer of popular governiient in preference to monarchy. M The ex-

planation is to be found in Hume's temper, disposition, and character. Being

averse to violence and turbulence, Hume "was always inclined in civil con-

tests; to side with the party that seemed to him to be acting on the defen-

sive. " In spite of this disposition of Ifuae to take the part of the Crown,

the reviewer argues that "no historian had a stronger sense than iir. Home of

the benefits of civil liberty," He says that Hume is never an apostate from

the principles of liberty even rrhen he appears to deviate from the cause of

liberty and that "he uniformly treats with scorn and indig atlon the pallia-

tions for cruelty and in.1ustj.ee, whether urged bv laymen or churchmen, by

kings or demagogues." Without attempting to vindicate Hume's history of the

Stuarts and without intending to excuse but ra her to explain the historian's

partiality to them, the reviewer gives two reasons for Hume's hated political

position. First of all, he had received from his youthful education "a strong

tincture of Jacobitism, " a bias which later "led him, in his pity for the mis-

fortunes of the Stuarts, to extenuate their guilt," The second reason is that

he had encountered an early opr>osition and narrowly escaped prosecution "from

the sour and intolerant bigotry of the Calvinistic Clergy, that indisposed

him to a party of which they had been the champions and supporters." The re-

viewer's concluding observation about Hume's attitude to political liberty is
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concise and perceptive! "But, setting aside his errors from prejudice and ed-

ucation, hia great defect as a friend of liberty and popular governncnt set—

to have been a morbid horror of whatever tended to disturb for a time the

77
peace and order of society,""

George Brodie's publication in 1822 of hia four volume A History of

the British Empire, from the Accession of Charles I to the Restoration, in-

eluding a "particular Examination of Mr. Horned Statements relative to the

Character of the English Government, " was the most ambitious attempt to de-

merit Hume as an historian. This production was highly praised by the Edin-

burgh Rcview i its March, l82u, issue devotes fifty-five papes to a summary and

evaluation,' The work is identified as that of "a resolute, learned, and in-

dustrious Whig" and is considered by the periodical to be "the most valuable

contribution to the constitutional history of our country that has appeared

since the comneneeiaent of our labours." Brodie is praised for compiling his

history on "the principle of taking no fact on the credit of any recent his-

torian without the strictest examination of his authorities, and admitting no

questionable opinion, without the freest and most fearless discussion of the

grounds on which it rests. "'° The particular object, of course, to which such

discipline is directed, is Huraej and the result of this effort, in the opinion

of the Edinburgh Review, will be that Hume's "credit aaong historians, for

correctness of assertion, will soon be nearly as low as it has long been with

theologians for orthodoxy of belief." The reviewer sees the possibility of

the work doing mh good in counteracting "the may bad effects which the un-

lucky, though in many respects well merited, popularity of lr« Hume's work has

had on the public mind*" While the practiced Toryism of personal servility to

the Government is accredited to self interest, t-he reviewer calls attention to

a speculative and sincere Toryism, the existence of hich he liberally admits

and whose source he traces to the effects of Hume's history on the public. Far-

ther cofigoents reveal both the great popularity of Hume's History and the
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delusive effects of its exceptional literary merits:

It is stated that ... we have really very little doubt that
both the prejudices which infect the few genuine Tories of the
present day, and the apologies by which the crowds who care
nothing either for prejudice or orinciple, are enabled to make
a plausible defence for their conduct, irsay be Justly ascribed
to the impression which the artful colouring and delusive rea-
sonings of that book have made on public opinion—an impression
which the excellence of the writing, the acuteness of the ob-
servations, and the apparent fairness of the deductions, have
all tended powerfully to confirm. We are aware that to many
practical politicians it may appear fantastic and even ridicu-
lous to ascribe such effects to a book—and especially to a
book in four quarto volumes, published near seventy years ago:
But when it is considered how universally, and at how early an
ape, it has been read, especially during the latter half of
that period—how pleasant it is to read, and how easy to under-
stand and remember—how much clearer, in short, and concise and
comprehensive it is than any other history of equal extent-
how reasonable and sagacious are the greatest part of the ob-
servations it contains—and how plausible the most erroneous of
its conclusions,—nay even how .just, upon the premises of fact
which it assumes, while so very few of its readers can be sup-
posed to have either leisure or inclination to inquire into the
truth of these assumptions, —our readers will cease perhaps to
wonder at the influence we have ventured to ascribe to it, and
acknowledge that principles which fall in with so many of the
baser parts of our nature, may be promoted almost as atuch by
artful apologies as by present and actual temptation. "

Ruse's historical errors are traced by the reviewer to sources in the histor-

ian's intellect, character, and historical method. His intellect is described

as being "too active and original to submit, with sufficient patience, to the

preparatory toils and long suspended judgment of an historian; and led him to

form premature conclusions and precipitate theories, which it then became the

oride of his ingenuity to .justify. " While his personal character was "emi-

nently kind and cheerful," it was at the same time "remarkably averse from all

sorts of enthusiasm or strong emotion, and even somewhat indolent and timid."

Thus, it was by nature disposed to quiet submission to established authority

rather than to questioning and resistance »** The other source of Hume's his-

torical errors is traced to the plan of his history, which is "far more com-

prehensive and ambitious 11 than the older and simpler plan of history conceived

as a narrative. The plan wl^ich Hume followed required "a selection of the

facts most worthy to be recorded," the abridgment of some facts, and a lengthy
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treatment of others. In addition, historians who follow this method evaluate

the acta and actors of history, trace important events "back to their causes

and forward to their consequences," and in so doing furnish "a satisfactory

theory of their connexion and mutual dependency." It is only logical that

as records accumulate, concentrated and digested views of history such as

that's become indispensable, and thus he has antiquated 3uch historians as

Molinshed, Speed, and Eachard in England, But, in pointing out the attrac-

tion of this kind of history, the reviewer also underscores the hassards in-

volved!

fthen the business of the historian is no longer merely to make
his readers acquainted with the facts he has ascertained, as
they really occurred in past time, but also to furnish him with
the opinions and moral impressions to which they should give
rise, it is plain that he has it in his power, in most cases,
to give any colour his own prejudices and passions may suggest,
to every delicate or important transaction he records j and thus
to dictate to posterity, with altiost absolute authority, the
sentiments they should entertain of their ancestors. ... He
will not only lend all the colours of his style to enhance the
merits, and palliate the crimes of his favourites, and to aggra-
vate those of their opponents, but he will slur and abridge in
his narrative the facts which it gives him pain to record,
while he expatiates with graphic and circumstantial accuracy on
those which seem to lend a triumph to his peculiar opinions. He
will, perhaps unconsciously, be careless and negligent in in-
vestigating the details which tend to discredit the theories to
which he is partial, and collect -dth malicious industry all
the scattered intimations which seem to support them."-*

The danger to the public, then, exists in the fact that it easily follows a

history where the narrative is elegant and flowing and enlivened by witty

sarcasms, %rilliant explanations, and artful remarks"? and tdth such a pub-

lic the historian whose business it is to point out exaggerations, detect

inaccuracies, and supply omissions has tough sledding."" The two main ob-

jections to Hume's historical theories, that of the conception of the mon-

archy before the Stuarts as absolute and that of attributing the agitation

against authority to religious bigotry, are outlined in the reviewer's under-

standing of Hume's thesis*

It may now fairly be said, we think, to b© the main scope and ob-
ject of 'Jr. Hume's history to show, that the English government,
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before the accession of the Stuarts, was an arbitrary and abso-
lute monarchy; and that, though the Barons, in rude feudal
tines, asserted a barbarous and rebellious sort of independence,
the body of the people had as little notion of liberty S3 in
Turkey, or any of the Asiatic despotisms—that at this era the
people encroached on the settled prerogative of the sovereign,
and not the sovereign on the liberties of the people—that this
new and audacious questioning of authority arose neither from
any sense of actual oppression, nor any speculative ideas of
fitness and justice, but from the fermen-ation of religious zeal
and bigotry, by which the whole proceedings of the pretended pa-
triots were actuated, and heir notions debased—that the sover-
eigns, and especially the unfortunate Charles, made, though with
natural reluctance, all reasonable concessions, and having, with
perfect good faith, divested themselves of the power to do mis—
chief, were trampled upon by the usurping Commons, and over-
whelmed, with all the known principles of order and authority,
under the ruins of the monarchy and old constitution of the coun-
try,—from which they were at last revived, with the universal
assent of the nation, at the Restoration, though again cast down,
with less violence, by the same great agent of religious antipa-
thy, at the Revolution.85

Although the review disagrees with Brodie in 3ome details, his interpretation

of the facts is cited at length to prove Hume's inconsistencies and, indeed,

to conclude that his history "contains more irreconeileable opinions, and

. . » more contradictory representations and senti-^ents, than are to be fo -nd

in any historical work in existence •*• Strong exception is also taken to

Haste's theory that fanaticism or religious bigotry was the true source of the

political agitation j

An insane horror of Popery—a ludicrous antipathy to certain vest-
nts and ceremonials of worship, are everywhere represented by

him as the true causes of that pretended seal for liberty which
was the source of so many disorders? and all the resources of his
p&n are employed to darken and degrade the characters of the par-
liamentary leaders by the imputation of these vulgar and unphiio-
sophical propensities.86

Contradicting this interpretation, the review argues that "there never was an

era in the history of the world where the leaders of a popular body were so

little the dupes of their own passions or those of their followers—where the

spirit of reformation was so uniformly tempered by resnect to precedent and

authority, or where sober judgment and patient research were so largely

blended vdth national zeal and individual genius and courage."8 ' The most
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reprehensible passage in H>ine*3 whole >vork, in the opinion of tho reviewer,

is that in which he observes that Charles the Firsts government was "more

gentle ami eq 'itable than that of most of his predecessors" and that those

who suffered severities could have "escaped them by snbin ssion." "tfhat else,"

tho reviewer asks, "but submission, does any tyrant in modern times propose

to himself by his severities? and what was the submission required in the

case at issue, but submission to a government of will, in place of a govern-

88
raent of law?"

Henry Neele's The Romance of History, a study of historical writ>-

ing, was pub ished in London in 1828 and reviewed in the Edinburgh Review

for May of that year."^ tfeele*a comparison of modom and ancient historians

echoes what was so often stated in these journals, that Hume used facts un-

fairly to support his own prejudices, Neele evaluates modern historians and

thos*- of antiquity on the basis of the roles played by imagination and reason

in historical writing, "The historians of our own country," he states, "are

unequalled in depth and precision of reason"; but the fa its of modern his-

torians are 30 closely allied with this mt.rit of reason tint he wonders "whe-

ther, on the whole, this department of literature has gained or lost ( uring

the last two-and-twenty centuries." A writer inch as Herodotus nay have been

seduced from truth by bis imagination} but modern historians, according to

Neele, have been seduced from truth by their reasons

They far excel their predecessors in the art of dediicing general
principles from facts. But unhapoily they have fallen into the
error of distorting facts to s;:it general principles.?

Religious and Philosophical Views

The earliest criticism of the religious position of Hume amongst

the periodicals here being considered seecs to be the Monthly; Review*

s

eval-

uation in 175? of the first volume of Hume's History! but the most detailed

examination of hie views occurs in connection with "The Mature! History of
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Religion, * one of the Four Disaertationa published in 17i>7* and the posthu-

mous publication in 1779 of the Dialogues Coneor -ring Natural Religion

,

both

of which were covered by the Monthly Review and Critical Review shortly af-

ter publication. The Life of Havid Hume also provided an opportunity for

the expression of opinion about Hume* a religious views. In the Gentleman* a

Magazine this opinion takes on the characteristics of the Warburtonian school

of criticism which championed the cause of revealed religion. The other two

journals, however, and particularly the EdinVmrgh Review in the next century,

criticize Hume more or loss on deistic grounds.

In discussing the first voluse of Hume^ History, the Monthly He-

view complains about the singularity of the historian's views of religion:

He seems to be of the opinion, that there are but two species
of it in all nature, superstition and fanaticism ; and under
one or other of these, ne pives ;s to underst^.©:, the whole
of the christian profession is, and ever was, included. His
treatment, indeed, of every denomination of christians, to
speak the most favorably, is far from being such as becomes a
gentleisan, and may, we apprehend, prejudice his reputation
even as a historian, in th© opinion of many intelligent and
considerate readers.°*

Two years later, however, in a saore favorable review of the second historical

work, Hume is quoted in a self-vindication of what he had formerly written

about religion:

"The proper office of religion, is, to reform mens lives, to
purify their hearts, to enforce all saoral duties, and to se-
cure obedience to the laws and civil l&agistrate. While it
pursues these salutary purposes, its operations, the' infin-
itely valuable, are secret and silent, and seldom come under
the cognizance of history. That adulterate species of it
alone, which inflames faction, animates sedition, and prompts
rebellions, distinguishes iiself on the open theatre of the
world, and is th© great source of revolutions and public con-
vulsions. The Historian, therefore, has scarce occasion to
mention any other kind of religion; and he may retain the
highest regard for true piety, even while he exposes all the
abuses of the false. "92

This explanation would seem to have satisfied isp. Rose, the reviewer 5 but in

his concluding remarks he insists on a more formal expression of religious

sentiment, noting that "as to religion, in general, and the different
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professions of Christianity, in particular, . . • Hume is far from appear-

93
ing to have too aealoua an attachment to any."'^

If at this time the -.ionthly Review had thought of Hume 'a religious

speculations as unbecoming a gentleman, it becomes more alarmed in its review

of the Pour Dissertations in February, 1757. Hr. Rose comments that "in his

attacks upon the religion of his country, . • • Hume acts not the part of

an open anc
1 generous enesy, but endeavors to weaken its authority by oblique

hints, and artf d insinuations." And with a certain spitefulness, Rose con-

cludes that "few Readers, of ,1ast discernment • • • will envy him any honours

his acuteness, or elegance, can possibly obtain, when they are only employed

in filling the mind with the uncomfortable fluctuations of scepticism, and

the gloom of infidelity."9 *4

The alarm intensifies in the periodical's November, 1779, review

of the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion . The review points out some in-

consistencies in the argument of Cleanthes; but what is more important, its

conclusion points up the implications of Hume* a doctrines:

If the principles which he has labored vdth so much zeal and
earnestness to establish be true, the wicked are set free from
every restraint bit that of laws; the virtuous are robbed of
their most substantial comforts; every generous ardor of the
human mind, is damped; the world we live in is a fatherless
world; we are chained down to a life full of wretchedness and
misery; and we have no hope be -ond the grave #

9->

Since Kume "had bean long floating on the boundless and pathless ocean of

scepticism," the reviewer i:iagines that the philosopher "in the evening of

his day • • • would have been desirous of getting into some peaceful har-

bour." But he concedes that Hume's "love of paradox, his inordinate pursuit

of literary fame, continued, whilst life continued "5 and he believes this to

be the philosopher's only motive "for publishing what must shock the sense

and virtue of his fellow-mortals" and the only means by which the essay could

be reconciled "with the character of a good citizen, and a friend to nan-

kind." Hume's claim to benevolence and amiability is freely acknowledged
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and praised, but it is denied that this infers "that principles have little

or no effect on human conduct." Hume has apparently assumed, according to

the reviewer, that the temperament which was his by fortune, so to 3peak,

was possible to alls

A man, who is naturally of a cool dispassionate tarn of minds
of a studious disposition; whose education, fortune, a id other
accidental circumstances connect him with the upper ranks of
life, may not only have fashionable manners, bo an agreeable
companion, but may, by the manner of natural temper, be a be-
nevolent, good-hurjioured aan, and act his part in life with
great decency. But suppose that &r. Hume's principles are let
loose among mankind, and generally adopted, what vd.ll then be
the consequences. Their lanp M re v*ill be, let us eat and
drink, for tomorrow we die. 3nen men are once Ted to believe
that death puts a final period to their existence, and are set
free from the idea of their being accountable creatures, what
is left to restrain them from the gratification of their pas-
sions but til© authority of the laws?°°

Even the best laws, however, are "far from being sufficient to prevent many

of those evils which break in upon the peace, order, and welfare of society."

The review ends with the observations that the "Dialogues cannot possibly

hurt any man of a philosophic turn, or, indeed, any man of common sense,"

but that "they may serve, indeed, to confirm the giddy, the profligate, and

the unprincipled in their prejudice against religion and virtue." A "virtu-

ous father" can only recommend them to a son on points of composition, "and

every impartial judge must pronounce them unworthy of a writer of such dis-

tinguished abilities as tfrm Hume."^'

The Critical Review is keenly appreciative of the literary merits

of the philosopher, but at the same time Hume's literary subtleties evoke a

cautionary attitude in the periodical. It expresses a fearless trast in rea-

son, however, to overcome whatever dangers may be inherent in the philoso-

phers religious and philosophical views. Preliminary attention is Eiven to

Hume f s religious views in an uncritical account in the April, 17.^6, issue of

a work by John Leland on the deistical writers titled "A Supplement to the

first and second volumes of the View of the Feistical Writers ... in several

letters to a friend." Editorial opinion is withhold, but quotations are given
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tions about Jfir. Huae, With reference to Humo*s philosophical essays, for

example, Leland writes that "upon a close examination of them I think one

may venture to pronounce, that few authors can be mentioned who have fallen

into greater absurdities and inconsistencies." He wishes, too, that there

were no grounds for his friend* s .judgment that Hume had uncovered "a bad

heart" by casting such "bitter sneers against the Christian revelation.
"°°

The fourth letter dismisses the subject of Hume with the observation that he

will scarcely "be charged vdth the fault of havinr carried humility to an ex-

cess." He regrets, too, that the foundation Mr, Hume laid "for acquiring the

praise he seems so fond of" wms not employed "in serving and promoting the

excellent cause of religion" rather han "in endeavoring to weaken and ex-

pose it."99

Comments of the Critical Review are directed in particular to Hume's

"The Natural History of Religion" and the Dialogues concerning Natural Reli-

gion . The cautionary formula is invoked in the February, 1757, issue of the

Journal in connection vdth its review of the lour Disserta- ions, particularly

with regard to "The Natural History of Religion, " of which it remarks that it

cannot be perceived "quo tendit» to what use or purpose this dissertation was

100
written." In April, 1757, there is a reference to a pamphlet on the sub-

ject of this essay which is addressed to Dr, Warburton and which contains "se-

vere strictures on Mr, David Hume." This is simply a notice of pifolication,

and no comment is made except to note that the writer seems to be intimately

acquainted with Warburton* s works. "^ Reference has already been made to an-

other independent criticism of this vtork of Home, written by "S. T." and

titled Remarks upon tho Natural History of Religion . . . . The Critical Re-

view examined this work in Novwdher, 1758, and, while not defending Hume's

politics or morality, wrote of his blemishes as merely venial and rather stim-

ulating to the intellectual faculty. Hume* a maxims, however, are described
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as iaore suited to "the closet" than to actual life. This journal ignores

Hume's autobiographical pamphlet, but shortly after it was published an un-

identified writer wrote An Apology for the Life and Writings of David H'.me t

which is briefly mentioned in the April, 1777, issue. The apology is frankly

described as "a piece of literary patch-sork, without beginning, middle, or

end, * • a which owes its existence to the present popularity of the sub-

ject, and the author is pictured as "a complete roaster of those necessary

iaplesaents in modern book-making, a pair of scissors and a paste-^brush.'^* -*

With its review of the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, the

Critical ^view appears to be caught in a kind of dilemma. Reflecting a

rationalistic theology, it approves of Hume's ciethods but vigorously opposes

his conclusions. In an obvious slur at the Warburtoniai apologists, the re-

view begins by observing that readers will not be disappointed in seeking

"in these Dialogues the profoundest researches, and the most acute reasoning,

in opposition to some of the leading articles of our oopular divinity. B It

is confidently asserted that "neither the friends of religion have any occa-

sion to be alarmed, nor cither enemies to triumph" because of this work. The

reasons, of course, are that "freedom of inquiry can never be injurious to

the cause of truth," and that "in spite of all the arts of sophistry, the se-

cret whispers of reason *&11 be heard and regarded by every calm and inrpar-

tial enquirer. . • ,»105 Near the end of the article, nevertheless, the re-

viewer does sound the alarm. Revealing his own rationalistic prejudice in

religious natters, he applauds Hume's just and pathetic lament of "the fatal

consequences of superstition, " but he goes on to warn that "this ingenious,

this sagacious, this ani;nated writer, has inculcated those principles, which

are ouch more pernicious, and which, if they were to prevail in their f ill

force, would throw a gloom over the whole creation, and really terminate in

the blind amazement, the diffidence and melancholy of mankind. n The reviewer

is especially critical of the spirit in which Philo (apparently identified
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with Hume) is presented in the Dialogues * He complains that Philo*s argu-

ments are not ©resented with modesty and .hat Cleanthes' (the deists) an-

swers are not so f'llly developed as they sight have been. Because of the

fact that Philo advances his views with Man air of triumph and defiance,"

the reviewer concludes that the work takes on "the aspect of infidelity.

"

JUO

After its review of the Dialogues , the Critical Review ceases to devote at-

tention to Hume, other than (January, 1786) to dispense with the pamphlet

Two Letters to David Hume as "a few trite observations on the nature and

tendency of Mr. Hume 1 3 moral principles, expressed in the usual style of the
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Quakers .

"

*^e ftofttleman's Magazine did not become ouch concerned with Hume

until after his death when his influence had become generally recognized.

Prior to 1777, for exa:role, there are only notices of Hume's publications,

such as the Essays Moral ar.d Political in 171*8, An enquiry concerning the

principles of morals in 1751, and the Tudor volumes of 'he His tory of Eng-

land in 175°. But following its summary of the Life of Pavid Hume in

March, 1777, the pages of this journal are devo'ed :nore and x>re to the

subject of Hume. An Apology for the life and Writings of David Hume, which

appeared in 1777, inspired some "observations" by a correspondent or editor
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who signed himself "Laicus." * In its notice of publication in the "List

of Books" section, the magazine waives discussion of the Apology for the

same reason given by Laicus, who wrote that "it would be a tedious and dis-

agreeable task to unravel the whole of this 'Apology, • designedly perplexed

with studied obscurity, incoherent, and frequently inconsistent vdth it-
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self." The author of the Apology is not indicated in the publication no-

tice, but since a casual reference is made to a ^r. Melmoth in the maga-

zine's review of the Supplement to the Life of David Hume in the same issue,

it can be assumed that he is the author. In a footnote to his letter,

Laicus expresnes astonishment "that the sanie author who so severely treats
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religious hypocrisyf as ho is pleased to call it, should at the same time

give birth to works of such a different cast, as 'the Apology 1 and »the Sj-

blime and Beautiful of Scripture.'" In a parenthetical addition, the edi-

tor of -he Gontloruan's Jagaaine sigrests that the "correspondents astonish-

ment will surely cease when he reflects that Mr. Melraoth admires the books

of Scripture rather as elegant compositions, or moral lessons, in the same

manner as he would admire Roraer or Virgil, or any heathen author, than as

inspired writings, and evidently stanped by the seal of the Almighty."1"'-*

This cottnent can perhaps be interpreted as a sign of the orthodoxy of the

editor. The purpose of Laicus's article is to reply to a particularly of-

fensive appendage to lielmoth's Apology . Apparently an unidentified "Chris-

tian apologist" had written a letter to Adam Smith in response to his re-

marks on the death of Hume, and Melmoth in turn wrote an answer to the

Christian's letter which he added to the Apology under the title of an "Ad-

dress to One of the People called Christians, by way of reply to Ids Letter

to TV. Adam Smith." But before Laicus proceeds to list the "Observations"

±n answer to Melwoth's "Addi'ess," he ;<iakes a .tudgment on the Apology itself.

He states that "unless Hume is hap y e?»ugh to find a better Apologist, he

uast inevitably sink into disrepute; or rather, I should say, if Hume's writ-

ings dc not apologize for themselves, -his author will not be found of suf-

ficient abilities to plead his cause." The correspondent likewise confesses

his own inability to apologize for the "Letter" to Br. Smith, stating that

his "design is only to vindicate it by exposing the weakness of • • • liel-

moth's objections" and that his observations are only "an humble endeavour

to wipe away the stains he throws on it, which may deform, but will never

deface it." There is also a further modest confession that the correspondent

is resortinr to the medium of the Gentleman's Llagasine because he fears he

may be accused of giving his own remarks too much honor by issuing them
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formally from the press. The "Christian" writer of the letter to Dr. Smith

is not identified, but Laicus claims an acquaintance with his "pacific dis-

position" and testifies that his life and writings demonstrate "tho n&lk of

human kindness." Tho letter to Smith has apparently demonstrated to Laicus,

too, the literary abilities of this nan; for in imagination, genius and rhe-

torical ornament the "brief, but poignant Lettor" is judged superior to the

Apology . Since "the taste of the present times seems chiefly to favour the

beauties of composition, and attend particularly to the elegance of language,

"

Laicus is inclined to hope that the letter "will be nore read and ad:lred

than "he Apology." The "Observations" discuss several aspects of Melmoth's

defense of Hume, but Laicus i3 most concerned to combat the aspersions cast

on the morality and philosophical integrity of the orthodox and to challenge

Molffloth's contentions that Hume actually favored religion and that the phi-

losopher's arguments might just as easily be approved by God as those of the

orthodox, Melmoth had used as his "text" a couplet from Epistle III of Pope»s

"Essay on r4an"»

For modus of Faith let graceless zealots fight

j

His can't be wrong, whose LIFE is in tho richt.

And Laicus cosroants on the ease by which these lines 'may be transformed into

orthodoxy." Ho is aware that the poet "affected to the church of England"}

but because "the age is very fond of taking affront,, " the very raotto of tho

lines amounts to a call to arms by the orthodox to "require satisfaction .
n11 -*

With reference to the "Letter, " Melmoth had complained of the "rancour,

spleen, and uncharitableness" of its author, Laicus will hardly concede this?

but even so, he argues, such a tone -.TOuld be justified on the basis that "the

importance of the cause deaands the sharpest weapons, " even were it to be

proved that the writer is "of the Holy Order," and "paid for fighting, " to

use the language of ' hose who oppose the reverends. Being personally unac-

quainted with Hume* Laicus will not vouch for "the glorious virtues of
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good-nature, compassion, generosity, and charity" said to have been dis-

played in his actions; but he proceeds to make a defense against "the modern

deriders of those unfortunate clergymen whose lives are not suitable to

their profession." He seas no difference, in fact, between those clergymen

who are "said to disgrace good doctrines and precepts by their lives" and

Hume who "disgraced a pood life by his pernicious tenets and doctrines." A

contradiction is admitted in both propositions; but in the final analysis

Laicus is "more disposed to pity the infirmities of nature, than pardon the

voluntary productions of a sceptical imagination." Special exception is

taken to «Ielmoth*3 "effrontery" in saying that "no book has been written

that has impaired Hume»s philosophical reputation," He cites Dr. Beattie 1 8

Essay on the Mature and Instability of Truth in opposition to Scepticism

and Sophistry, * Dr. Campbell *s ''Essay on i&raclea, " works by Dr. Adams and

Bishop Pearce, and Dr. Iceland's View of t> iatical Writers, as exanples of

"learner : treatises that have been written against 2fr« Hums » 3 tenets." Jfel-

nioth had stated that a philosophic reputation is maintained only among phi-

losophers and had called Seattle 1 s book "a philosophy calculated only for

ladies and fine gentlemen." Laicus wonders that he co^ild concede that it

was at least a philosophy; but he raises the question, who is to arbitrate

what constitutes philosophy? "Is deisrn and free-thinking, alone, to be the

standard?" he asks. And then comes an orthodox proclamation t

But, be it known, that we Christians, however we apr>ear to the
.'arrow v±-~w of the Free-thinker and afptil to be injudicious
and biased: we, I say, being the greater part of mankind, do
But chuse tamely to be counted fools, a?id >r,an of no understand-
ing. iV'e have still spirit enough left asiong as to resent such
ill tisitmsini as this. 'Tie the presuuaptuous and proud BSB
alone, who dares to trample on those truths ?rhich the rest of
tfes world roverence, sad can sit down <£uietly in the assurance,
that He alone is in the right, and all mankind beside in the
wrong. See the elegant disco jrse of Bishop Atterbury, Vol. I.

p. 178, on the words, "A scorner seeketh xdsdom, and findeth
it not M

s in which the reasons of his failixre are set down, in
a manner evidently convincing; than which nothing can be more
truly applicable to our present scomers .

•*•**



The orthodox claim the gift of reason ,1ust as do the "Boomers "j and if

they ascribe it "to the mercy of a benign Creator in contrast to the

"chance," "power of nature" or "no cause " of the sceptics, this is no cause

why they should be denied the use of it. 5 "The brain of the sceptical

philosopher, or speculative infidel, " Laicus argues, "may be of a fine con-

texture j yet we can opv*>se to the votaries of deism, christians, as famous

in their times, as learned, as ingenious, as the supporters of such perni-

cious tenets"!

Do they boast of a flolingbroke, a Pope, a Hume? Y>'e can match
them with an Addison- a Thompsona a fteattle s whose works will
be read and admired by the greater part of Mankind in all suc-
ceeding generations; while the favourers of scepticism and in-
fidelity shall cither sink into oblivion, or at best be pointed
out to be shunned as dangerous and pestilential.Ho

In answer to the apologises claim that Hume favored religion and that "his

philosophical system inculcate^ every thing praise-worthy," Laicus sarcasti-

cally points to suicide and adultery as two conspicuous examples of such

praise-worthy things. Melmoth apparently had also doubted Nurse's opinion

about the mortality of the soul; but Laicus siraply asserts that "a slight

attempt of the impartial, much less the prejudiced christian, " would dis-

cover that Hume actually believed in the mortality of the soul. ' In his

address to the "Christian" ilabaoth had also suggested that the Supreme Power

could as easily approve Hume's position as that of the Christian's, to which

his opoonent heatedly responds!

What! approve of notions that directly tend to subvert his very
existence, which plainly assure us, that, "as long as there is
any evil or disorder in the universe* it is unreasonable to be-
lieve God to be infinitely wise."

Hume's apologist was shocked at the system which taught that millions who had

never heard of Christ were to be condemned. Laicus »s comment is that "we set

no bounds to the mercy of Qod" and that "these objections have been long ago

confuted, " but he adds pointedly that "it were only to be wished that 'mil-

lions of them alone believed nothing about the Son.'" While not venturing
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to call Jtelmoth an atheist, he permits himself to be uncharitable enough "to

deem the Apologist a deist at least." The system which go shocked Hume and

his apologist is then identified as "no other than Christianity, of v.-hich St.

John was the inspired propagator, and as a foundation of which this his Gos-

pel was written." Then comes the question of authority basic to the ortho-

dox proponents of revealed religion i

If he reckons these as furious expressions on3^', and rejects this
book, universally received as canonical, can we imagine him to be
a friend to Christianity, or a christian?

The last point in the "Observations" is concerned with ^elmoth^ recommend-

ation of Adam Sxsith's acvice that the example of David Hume should be fol-

lowed. Laicus objects to the justification given for this advice, that "not

a syllable that proposes atheism as a cordial for low spirits, and the proper

antidote against the fear of death" is to be found in Hume. On the basis of

this Laicus maintains, "whoever does not propose atheism as a cordial for low

spirits . . " may require us to follow his example. ° With regard to Uel-

moth's conclusion that "David Hume's system, on account of the rectitude of

his life, cannot be wrong, ills critic observes that on the sane principle

the system of the writer of the "Christian" letter to Dr. Smith cannot be

wrong, for he is prepared to give more than a bare assertion about the Tight-

ness of this man* s life. Thus, Laicus feels that he has made his case to

point up the dilemma of the apologist, who anist either reconcile "two such

opposite and contradictory systems" or join »ith him "in denying the prem-

ises, and looking out for a better text than the vague expression of a poet."

The alternative to this would be that a criterion would have to be found for

"every visionary enthusiast, or seeming sectarist, who grounds his doctrine

on the rectitude of hi3 life, " and the necessary effect would be the intro-

duction of "liiuch more confusion, and a multiplicity of opinions more irra-

tional and absurd, than even those of the Christian Religion are judged to b«

119by some." *
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The same issue of the Gentleman* a iagaalne reviews a publication

titlod Supplement to the Life of David Hume, Eao^. The reviewer is not able

to determine whether the author is a friend or foe to Hume, and he notes no-

thing new "in these meagre pages" save a few additional anecdotes • Some ex-

tra information about Hume's burial is provided, to which the reviewer adds

^>arenthetically t

It is learned that itr. Hume by his own desire, was buried in the
Calton churchyard, in a rock wherein never :oan had been laid (For
this gloss, however, the present writer, not lir. !^v o, we suppose,
is accountable. In another place our author, in the true Heathen-
ish style, calls this "a spot for depositing his ashes," which
might lead to exi idea, 'hat, as £Sr. Hume died, he had also been
buried, like a Heathen.); and that his grave was watched and
lighted eight nights for fear of insult.1^

There is also a reference to Hume's bequest which was to be paid to Dr. Smith

upon the publication of the Dialogues on Natural Religion . The reviewer as-

sumes these to be "the famous tracts in defence of suicide, adultery, &c.

whose publication, if we are rightly informed, authority has hitherto pre-

vonte." He thinks, therefore, that Smith is "likely to lose the advantage

of this bequest" apart from any scruples he might hiiiiself have about publish-

ing them. "Without any breach of Christian charity," the reviewer concludes,

"and though ar. Uslmoth, no doubt, is ready to apologize for them, most of

our readers, we fancy, will concur with us in hoping that this device may
121

never take place."

The reviewer of the Supplement was, of course, mistaken on he na-

ture of the content of the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion ; and he must

have been disappointed to see Hume's "Essay on Si&cide" published in lagland

in I78I4. The Dialogues are briefly reviewed in the October, 1779, issue of

the Gentleman's Magazine, where the disputants, Cleanthes, Philo, and Demea

are said to be distinguished, respectively, by "an accurate and philosophi-

cal turn, ... a careless scepticism, . • • and a rigid and inflexible ortho-

doxy." It is obvious to the reviewer that "this sceptical metaphysician,

"
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i, has inclined the balance to Philo; and he observes that this narticu-

lar disputant in the Dialogues attacks the moral attributes of the Deity

with the same weapons employed by Lord Bolingbroke that "were most ably par-

ried by Bishop Warburtcn, "ifrho, he asks in conclusion, "that has read

Cicero* s de Hatura Deorum, can think that the Divine Goodness required any

other advocate?""^

ftaae's essays on suicide and the immortality of the soul were men-

tioned in the August, 1781;, issue of the Gentleman's Magazine , It is noted

that they were printed and advertised much earlier by air, Millar but that

they were called in before the day of publication upon threat of prosecution

and others substituted. Nonetheless a few copies escaped and were sold at a

large price. The present editor of the essays, according to the review, seems

to have thought "himself safe from prosecution by supplying this code of in-

fidelity with what he calls 'a comment,' or 'an antidote.' H This editorial

comment is evaluated as no more justifying "the vender of poison of any kind

in foro legis, than in foro conscientiae ,
M for the reason that "many who swal-

low the poison, will not apply the antidote, even were it much stronger than

that here administered," The reviewer refrains from any kind of summary of

the arguments because he vsishes not to be guilty of the practice he condemns*

Instead, he recoiamends the "antidote" of another tract, which he reports is
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reputed to have been written by the Bean of Canterbury, J Since this tract

is called "Letters on Infidelity, by the Author of a Letter to Dr, Adam

Smith," the Dean of Canterbury may have been the "Christian » whom Jdelmoth at-

tacked in hie appendage to his Apology for Hume. Nine letters are involved.

The first three are concerned y/ith "Remarks on the Apology for *ir . Hume's

Life and Writings "; the fourth is "A Dialogue on Philosophical Scepticism,

"

occasioned by i£r. Hume's posthumous Dialogues concerning Natural Keligion ;

the fifth, sixth, and seventh present an "Examination of the Essay on Sui-

cide"} and the eighth and ninth constitute an "Answer to a Pamphlet,
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intituled, Doubta of the Infidels i or, Queries relative to Scriptural Incon-

aiatoncica and Contradictions, Submitted to the Comsidoration of the Bench

of Bishops, By a weak Christian ." A few excerpts are given from the Dean*

a

answers to Hume and the •weak Christian" in the form of a dialogue between

Hume and the Answerer, Hume in hia "Essay on Suicide" had expressed hia be-

lief that it would be no greater crime to torn Ma few ounces of blood from

thoir natural channel " than it wodd be "to divert the Nile or Danube from

ita course," and in this imaginary dialogue he ia quoted as confessing him-

self free to leave his present chamber at whatever time he thought oroper.

The answerer, seeing a great difference between walking oat of life and walk-

ing out of a chamber, proposes the "far nobler heroism" of Christianity, that

of "enduring the cross, despising the shame." The Dean*s arguments are thus

intended to show that "suicide is a breach of our duty to Cod, our neighbour,

and ourselves." Answers are also given to a couple of the "weak Christian's"

doubts on scriptural veracity; namely, the source of the waters of the great

flood and the oddity that Josephus did riot mention Herod's massacre of the

children. The review closes with the wish that "every poison slight meet as

good an antidote!"^

Arguments such as these are typical of the ^arburtonian school of

theologians. Hume in his autobiography had characterized them as distin-

guished by their "illiberal petulance, arrogance, and scurrility" and had

made particular reference to a panphlet which he assumed to have been writ-

ten by Dr. Hurd against his "Natural History of Religion." Some confusion

exists as to the actual author of this pamphlet. The publisher, Thomas

Cadell, identified the pamphlet as one titled "Remarks on 'Jit, David Hume 1 *

Essay on the Natural History of Religion, Addressed to the Rev. Dr. War-

burton," and stated in 1777 that he had received permission to republish it

from Dr. Hurd, then the Bishop of Litchfield and Coventry. -* However, a

letter from "A Member of the Established Church" to the Gentleman 1 s '^a^azine
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in August, 1800, refers to Dr. Warburton as the real author. The unidenti-

fied Churchman likens a writer of great literary fane to the governor of a

citadel, who, "if he is friendly to the inhabitants" of the adjacent city,

"is their principal security against the enemies of their welfare," but, "if

he is hostile to their city, "enabled, from his elevated station, to pour

down on them inevitable destruction." Such enemies in England are consid-

ered by the correspondent to be Hume and Gibbon, whose claims to diatinction

he acknowledges to be great and formidable. He argues that "every man • . .

is most strenuously the friend of religious principle who most completely

baffles the attack which they have mr.de against the very foundations of our

belief." As an example of such worthy defense, he cites a work by Dr. John

Duncan, rector of South Warmborough, Hants., titled rThe Libertine and Infi-

del led to Ruflection by calm Expostulation," and recommends it wholeheart-

edly to every reader of Boat. The tract earlier attributed to Dr. fttrd is

mentioned in Duncan's work as now being understood to have been written by

Dr. Warburton; and the Churchman concludes with a plea for a new "choap edi-

tion of this energetic tract," which he apprehends "would, at the present

time, produce more beneficial effect on society +han any other of more gen-

126
eral tendency."

As for the philosophical deductions of Mr. Hume, Crito in the Oen-

11' -:. :

; o -ai-a^uu; fr-r HOwfoWj 20O6j '.akos the following 8ftM0 B&M in ft*

gard to their moral implications:

Those valuable discoveries of &:. Hire consisted of a few sophis-
tical quibbles, the jet of which wont to shew, that as we cannot
discover the immediate link 'hat ties effects to their causes, or,
in other words, nrove with the i'orce of mathematical det-jonstra-

tion, that it is a necessary quality of fire to burn, or are any
wise entitled to conclude, that because the fire burnt my finger
when I touched it yesterday, it will burn it again if I touch it
to-day; so we have no convincing evidence from the regular form
and orderly procession of this gre&t raacliine, the universe, to
prove that its arrangement and motions are the result of design-
ing skill, or give any certain indications cf a wise and benevo-
lent FIRST CAUSE. This rK>ble argument :aay, no doubt, be called a
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discovery; but it is a discoverv only of the writer's intellec-

tual obfuscation, who did not perceive that of moral truths
there can be no strict and logical demonstration; although there

may be an equal certainty; that is to say, a conviction as abso-
lute anc* perfect of those truths from the force of moral evi^< o

,

as of physical facts from those proofs which amount to demonstra-
tion.12T

Another article appeared in +he January, 1815, issue of the Gentleman's

azine relative to + he philosophy of Hume} but since this is a commentary on

the Edinburgh Review's appraisal of Hume's "Essay on Miracles, " attention

will be directed first to what the latter magazine contained relative to

Hume's infidelity and scepticism.

In 1806 a book was published in London called An Historical View

of Christianity containing Select Passages from Scripture, which is reviewed

in the July issue of the Edinburgh Review . The author of this book ap-

pended comments by Gibbon, Bolingbroke, Hifcne, Voltaire, and others as sup-

port for revolation. The Edinburgh Review co.oments that this is a hopeless

cause, noting that while "Hume- merits all our praise as a profound thinker"

and that his elegant style "will long recommend him to readers who can com-

prehend nothing of his philosophy," they have never before met with anyone

who expected support for Christianity in the writings of David Hume. An op-

timistic and confident attitude is assumed by the reviewer about the future

of Christianity in England, where people "still continue stedfast, in gen-

eral, to the faith of our ancestors" in contrast to the lamentable progress

of infidelity on the Continent. He cites the failure of the hierarchy in

Catholic countries "to maintain the exterior forms of devotion among the

higher classes" and goes on to give an illustration of his belief that even

the priesthood there had been infected with the contagion of infidelity.

It seems that a recent traveler to Home had told of his having observed "a

smile of contempt upon the countenance of several of the cardinals, in the

midst of the most solemn officos." The reviewer believes that no such ex-

amples exist in England and that "the writings of infidels have made little
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impression in this country." Nevertheless, ho argues that it is wrong to

"resort to their pages for proofs of the truths they denied" and that it

is imprudent "to familiarise the ears of our youth with their names and

their writings." Furthermore, the inconsistencies of which such infidel

writers are puilty are used to the best advantage when -hey are treated as

"adversaries" and not as "auxiliaries," On the principles employed by the

unidentified author of An Historical View of Christianity, the review con-

cludos that "it would be t1ust as easy to prove, that St. Paul was a defender

of Paganism, a3 that Mr* Gibbon was a champion of Christianity." ^ In re-

fusing to put the religious views of Hume to such use, the Edinburgh Review

does not, on the other hand, go to the opposite extreiae but struggles in-

stead to maintain a middle-of-the-road position. It is, for example, ex-

tremely harsh in its criticism of the Warburtonian school. Warburton's

"Letters from a late Eminent Prelate to one of his Friends " was reviewed in

1*50
the January, 1809, issue of the magazine.**" The reviewer gives examples of

the "brutal violence, the affected contempt, and the flagrant unfairness"

used by Warburton in his abuse of such men a® Bolingbroke, Voltaire, and

Hume, and states that "there is no man ... who has not, for a moment,

taken part with them against so ferocious and insulting an opponent, and

wished for the mortification and chastis©;flent of the advocate, even ;vhile

impressed with the greatest veneration for the cause • . . ." Such strong

exception is taken to the Warburtonian erophasis because of the wrong effect

this "fierce and overbearing aspect of orthodoxy" has on youthful minds.

Whereas the learned and the orthodox have no need of such books against Hume

and Voltaire, books against these philosophers obviously should be written

for the young. The argument is that since the young admire the real excel-

lencies of Voltaire and Hume, "it might be consequently inferred, that they

will not listen with peculiar complacency to a refutation of their errors,

which sets out with a torrent of illiberal and unjust abuse of their talents
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and characters. M Ho concludes that "the bullying and abusive tone of the

Warburtonian school ... has done more harm to the cause of religion, and

alienated more youthful and aspiring minds from the true faith, than any

other error into which seal has ever betrayed orthodoxy, n The practical ef-

fect of the Warburtonian defense, then, is not to provide instruction but

rather to "enlist all the generous feelings of their nature on the side of

infidelity, —-and make piety and reason itself appear like prejudice and

bigotry,"

Other books of a philosophical nature are reviewed in ihe Edin-

burgh Review, in connection with which several of Hume's tenets are criti-

cized. Two books by Professor Dugald Stewart receive extensive coverage

in 1810 and 1821; and a foreign *ork De L'Allemagne, by &adam la Barorme

de Stael-Holstein, was reviewed in 1813. All of these are concerned with

Hume 1 s scepticism. The leading proposition in Stewart's Philosophical Es-

says is that "we have many very precise notions or ideas, of the origin of

which we can give no other account, than that they are necessarily suggested

to the mind, by the exercise of certain faculties which furnish the occasions

of their production," On this principle, for example, without the faculty of

memory, "neither the ideas of tinea nor of motion, nor of personal identity,

could possibly have been formed, " ideas which, according to Stewart, "cannot

be traced immediately to consciousness, by any effort of logical subtilty."

Therefore, Locke was guilty of a two-fold error, that of limiting all know-

ledge to sensation and consciousness and omitting the kind of knowledge ident-

ified in Stewarts leading proposition, tmd that Locke had "resolved every-

thing into mere consciousness" by "adopting the vulgar doctrine of ideas, as

actual existences lodged in the mind." These fundamental Lockean errors are

blamed, then, for the idealism of Berkeley and the "annihilating scepticism

of Hume," It is Stewart's opinion that what is needed to correct these er-

rors, both of idealisiu and scepticism, is to correct "that radical error with
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regard to the sources of our knowledge, " in other words, to remember that

'•we have a great multitude of cloar and certain notions that cannot be di-

rectly referred either to sensation or consciousness, but are necessarily

suggested to the mind by the ex rcise and development of its faculties."^

Eleven years later the Edinburgh Review devotes attention to an-

other vjork by Dugald Stewart, A General View of the Progress of Metaphysical,

Ethical, and Political Science, since the Revival of Letters, Part II . In

this work the scepticism of Hume is carefully distinguished from the scepti-

cism of the French philosopher, Bayle, who by a process of induction had

concluded only that we have not yet attained certainty. Hums, on the other

hand, argued not that we have not reached certainty but that we cannot reach

it. According to Hume*s system, in the opinion of the review, it is as im-

possible "to believe, to inquire, or to reason" as it is "to disbelieve, to

dissent, or to doubt," and if Hume is to be consistent, "even to think."

Again this disposition to absolute scepticism is cited as the source of

Hume's political and religious opinions:

Men of such a character have misgivings in every enterprise;
thoir acuteness is exercised in devising objections—in dis-
covering difficulties—in foreseeing obstacles j they hope
little from human wisdom md virtue, and are rather secretly
prone to that indolence and indifference which forbade the
Epicurean sage to hazard his quiet for the doubtful interests
of a contemptible race. They do not lend a credulous ear to
the Utopian projector—they doubt whether the evils of change
will be so little, or the benefits of reform so great, as the
sanguine reformer foretells that they will be.^-33

The contest between scepticism and dogmatism is discussed in a re-

view of De L'Allemagne in the October, 1813, issue of the Edinburgh Be-

view* ^ Here universal scepticism is described as "intellectual amusesient"

and an "exercise of subtlety" which are of some value "in bundling the pride

of dogmatism," but in the final analysis the dogmatist is defended on the

basis of the same differentiation between appeals to intellect ial principles

and the "dictates of experience"!
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As the dictatea of experience, which regulate conduct, must be
the object of belief, all objections which attack tharn in co»-
non with the principles of reasoning, ist be utterly ineffec-
tual. Whatever attacks every principle of belief, can destroy
none. As long as the principles of science are allowed to re-
main on the same level (be it called certainty or uncertainty)
with the maxins of lite, the whole system of hu.an conviction
must continue undisturbed, abon the sceptic boasts of having
involved the results of experience, and the elements of geone-
try, in the sane ruin with the doctrines of religion, or the
principles of philosophy, he nay be answered, that no dogmatist
evsr claimed more than the sane degree of certainty for these
various opinions or convictions, and that his sceoticisn loaves
them in that condition. 13J>

One of the leading arguments of the orthodox theologians against

the deists and the sceptics was the appeal to the miraculous element in

scripture. Inasmuch as miracles were no longer a part of common experience,

the all-important question was the extent to which the testimonies of scrip-

ture were to be believed. In its review of H. Le Comte Laplace's Ksaai

Philoaophique sur les Probabilities, the Edinburgh Review states that the

first author "who stated fairly the connection between the evidence of testi-

mony and the evidence of experience, was Hume, in his Essay on Miracles .
w

Hume 1 s essay is described as "full of deep thought and enlarged views," and

the reviewer expresses the opinion that the work is full of "maxims of great

use in the conduct of life, as well as in the speculations of philosophy."

But he adds the provision that Hume's principles should not be stretched "so

far as to interfere with the truths of religion." ^ This comment expresses

the deistic Inclination of the Edinburgh Review .

As could be expected, exception was taken to this Edinb.irgh editor-

ial opinion by a correspondent who signed himself "Oxonienais" in a letter

to Mr. Urban in the G< ntleman's ^iagaginc for January, I8l5«^^ Oxoniensis

prefaces his discussion of evidence from experience and from testimony with

a quotation from the review of Laplace in the Edinburgh Review in which phys-

ical phenomena were divided into two classes: "the one comprehending all

those of which the courso is known from experience to be perfectly uniform;
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and the other comprehending those of which the course, though no doubt regu-

lated by general laws, is not perfectly conformable to any law with which

wc are acquainted • . . ." Die Edinburgh Review apparently agrees with the

thesis that th& iinprobability of any violation of the first class is so

strong "that no testjuaony can prevail against it; and it will always be more

wonderful that the violation of such order sheuld have taken place, than

that any number of witnesses should be deceived thenseLvna, or she ild be

disposed to deceive others." Oxonicnsis rationalizes that + he Laplace es-

say ia not likely to achieve a wide audience in England and that Hume's rea-

soning in his "Essay on Miracles" has been sufficiently refuted, but at the

same time the "more than tacit approbation of the ! eistical doctrines" of

Laplace by the Edinburgh Review i3 his irsaediate motive for taking up the

argument. He notas the "pious" admonition of the reviewer "not to stretch

the principles contained in it so far, as to interfera with the truths of

Religion," but he goes on to inquire how this is actually possibles

But how we are to avail ourselves of this friendly caution; or
by what kind of mental ingenuity we can possibly contrive to
adrlt at tlie same time, both the soundness of Ur. Hume's phil-
osophy, and the divine pretensions of the Gospel; I have, for
ay own part, still to learn; it being, I conceive, to all re-
flecting minds indisputably clear, that as far as the credibil-
ity of Revealed Religion is made to rest on the evidence of
miracles, so far is it in reality the avowed ard exclusive aim,
as well as the obvious and necessary tendency of Mr* Hume's Es-
say, totally to subvert the very ground-work of the Christian
faith .138

Oxoniensis agrees with the Edinburgh reviewer's position "that there is not

a particle of water, or of air, of which the condition is not defined by

r les as certain, as that of the Sun or the Planets, " but he refuses to con-

cur in the reviewer's deduction from this that it is only "information suf-

ficiently extensive, and a calculus sufficiently powerful" wliich prevents

the reduction of all things to certainty and the deduction of the condition

of the world at a future moment from the present instance. He is not per-

suaded that the same rules "which of necessity define the present and
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regulate the future condition of every material substance " also "define and

regulate with equal certainty both the present and the luture condition of

every spiritual substance ." His argument provides that if there are heav-

enly and earthly superior beings whose function it is to exercise "provident

and irresistible dominion" over the material vrorld, then it is evident "that,

through the practical controul and agency of these superior Beings, that per-

fect uniformity in the order of physical phenomena, vdiich might otherwise

have been with certainty anticipated, will now be liable to frequent and al-

most perpetual interruption, " If it is asserted that no creature is able to

alter the course of natural phenomena, no one but "the avowed Atheist or

Fatalist" would question the power of the Supreme Being to interfere with

"the pre-established order of all sublunary events, and the wonted operation

of all secondary causes," Oxoniensis then proceeds to make his case for rev-

elation, which is that if it be allowed that the Supreme Being is granted

such a prerogative, then it is "equally possible and easy for that Being to

give mankind indisputable evidence of such extraordinary interpositions by

means of indirect communication . "^39 JSume maintained that "the most deci-

sive test of truth is men's experience, that a miracle is confessedly an

event entirely contrary to such experience," and that when "every man's

daily observation" indisputably proves "the deceitfulness and fallibility

of human testimony" of those who witness to miracles, the stronger evidence

is rejected and the weaker admitted by anyone who believes in a miracle

merely en the basis of huioan testimony. Oxoniensis attempts to destroy this

argument by an analysis of the word "experience, " which can be universal, in-

dividual, or general. With reference to universal experience, he simply says

"that in the firm belief of any asserted miracles, there is necessarily im-

plied a positive denial that miracles are contradicted by the universal ex-

perience of mankind," If, in the second pxace, the term experience applies

to "what has been sensibly witnessed and observed by the individual whose
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corded miracles, " he admits that none of us could vouch for the Old Testa-

ment miracles; but he proceeds to infer that on this principle, for example,

the untravelled inhabitants of warmer climates would forever have to remain

incredulous "with respect to the periodical conversion of water into ice in

many regions of the earth." In the third place, if Hume* a advocates argue

that we are in no case to rely on the limited experience of one individual

"but the more enlarged experience and observation of mankind in general, "

Oxoniensis has the ready answer that it is never possible to ascertain "what

is, or what is not, in any riven instance, the &ct<ial result of men*s gen-

eral experience and observation, unless it be permitted us * . • to repose

full confidence in the fidelity of huian testimony ," Citing Newton's prin-

ciple of gravitation as an example, he states that "witho.it an entire reli-

ance on the general accuracy of what has been written and related on this

head by others, no individual of mankind (it is self-evident) could ever

possibly attain to a full and rational conviction of this truth." If pro-

gress in the science of natural philosophy thus depends on the presumption

of the fidelity of human testimony, "Srhy," Oxoniensis asks, "is the correct-

ness of such testimony to be thus impeached, and its authority thus denied,

in all discussions and inquiries that concern the doctrines of Revealed Re-

ligion?" If husaan testimony is necessity in ascertaining and establishing

the general rule, why is it considered as of "no validity whatever in ascer-

taining and establishing the occasional exception?"^*^ This is the contra-

diction Oxoniensis asks Hue*©* a admirers to reconcile, but it is clear that

his arguments are based on some presuppositions of faith.

Conclusion

Several conclusions can be made from the preceding survey of Huae's

contemporary and early posthumous reputation in England as reflected in the

four periodicals investigated. In general, the materials illustrate that he
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was thought to be a benevolent and arAablo gentleman and an elegant and in-

genious writer, but a philosopher whose doctrines were considered to bo ul-

timately pernicious. There was a common recognition of his literary excel-

lence, often accompanied by a warning that this should not be allowed to

persuade readers to an uncritical acceptance of Hurie's conclusions.

Partiality and inconsistency were the chief demerits in his work as

an historian; and politically he was derided for his allegiance to the Stu-

arts and an apparent aversion to popular jr'overnaent, as well as for his fail-

ure to understand the basis of the English Constitution prior to the Starts.

He was defended in some points by the Critical Review and particularly by the

£dinburgh Review, where partiality to a Scottish philosopher way have had

some natural influence. But even with the latter periodical's atteapt to ex-

plain Hume's position on the basis of his temperament and e&rly influence,

the peneral conclusion was that he had not been ob 1 ective in improperly using

facts to support favorite theories. Perhaps this was inevitable for an his-

torian who had first arrived at a sceptical attitude toward the idea of order

in reality.

With reference to Hume's religious and philosophical views, the

criticism in the Monthly Review, the Critical Review, and the Edinburgh Re-

view reflects the deistic point of view. Believing as they did in the demon-

strable reasonableness of religion, the deists were at once offended by Hume's

"Natural History of Religion" and the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion

and supported by his denunciation of religious superstition and fanaticism.

On the latter points they found Huae to be an effective assailant against the

type of orthodoxy expressed in the Gentleman '3 aaga&ine, where appeals are

directed to miracles, revolution, and the authority of scripttir© and where

the Warburtonian methods are justified as an antidote equivalent to the

strength of the poison. But it is questionable whether the deists succeeded

in refuting the philosopher's conclusions on rationalistic principles. On
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the contrary, if the Christian religion wore truth, then to Hume it would in

fact have to rest upon miracles; but 3ince he had never witnessed a miracle

and since the testimony of those who said they had did not square with the

common experience of men, he had to believe in his own experience. If true

religion is neither the attempt to find God at the end of a logical syllogism

nor a slavish acquiescence to the dogmas of revealed religion with no reform-

ation of life or society, then surely the doubts of D< vid Hume should have

prompted his own age to the vestibule of the Temple. Beyond this it is im-

possible for a philosopher or a theologian himself to go who has not con-

structed God in his own image. Thus it appears that, trith special reference

to the contemporary and early posthumous reputation of Hume, +-he four period-

icals reflect Whig opposition to Tory principles, and deistic and orthodox

answers to religious "infidelity 1* and philosophic scepticism, two areas of

controversy that characterized English political and religious thought in the

eighteenth century.
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Four periodicals of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

were examined to determine the reputation of Pavid Hume» The Critical Re-

view (from 1756 to 1807), the Edinburgh Review (from 1803 to 1828); the

Gentleman* 3 Magazine (from 1766 to 1815), and the Monthly Review (from 1752

to 1779). Contemporary formal reviews of Hume's works were found largely

in the Critical Review and Monthly Review . Materials in the Gentleman's

i&gazinc were seen to reflect Hume's early posthumous reputation as the pub-

lic began to react to his political, religious, and philosophical views.

The philosopher's later reputation was determined from the viewpoint of the

Edinburgh Review, where his theories were evaluated in relationship to other

historians and philosophers and to some of the leading theologians of the

period. Because Hume's reputation by tho end of the first quarter of the

nineteenth century approximated that of his modern acceptance, examination

of the periodicals concluded with an 1828 reference. The reputation of Hume

was traced under four categories: (1) Personal Character; (2) Literary Char-

acteristics; (3) Political Views; and (a) Religious and Philosophical Views.

Tftlth reference to Hume's character, the periodicals examined were

nearly tmanimous in their observation of his benevolence, amiability, and

gcntlemanliness. The philosophy r's celebrated dispute with Rousseau was

used as a conspicuous example of his patience .und benevolent behavior. The

fact, however, that Hume chose to publish his own account of the affair after

it had become public knowledge is used to illustrate another trait of his

character - a passion for public esteem.

Hume • s literary excellence was praised in the Critical Review and

v:-:vt;;iy - I gjgg ti 6 l*tt* 5n tlM Edinburgh -'/lew . UNflQP clc MOtl of his ftrlt

were singled out for attention* clearness and precision of ideas on abstracted

and metaphysical subjects, propriety, elegance and spirit, perspicuity, deli-

cacy of sentiment, succinct and animated narrative technique, and flowing yet
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correct diction. The Critical Keview, however, called attention to somt

lshes in Hume's style: affectation and deficiency in weight and simplicity,

periphrasis, Scoticisuis, his use of Roman orthography in spelling words of

Latin origin such as favor, his by-passing French influence in employing such

words as inconsistence

,

and some ill-sustained metaphors, in recognizing

Hume's literary distinction, all of the periodicals nevertheless warned that

this should riot be permitted to lead readers to an uncritical acceptance of

his views.

The chief denserits of Hume's work as an historian were partiality

and inconsistency. Politically, he was criticized in all the periodicals

for his allegiance to the Stuarts, for his aversion to popular rovernoent,

and for his failure to understand the basis of the English Constitution prior

to the otuarts. The Edinburgh Review attempted to explain Hume's anti-

democratic sentiments as due to his abhorrence of violence sad disorder in

iety, and his allegiance to the Stuarts and anti-religious views as at-

tributable to the alignment of the Calvinists who had persecuted him in his

youth with the whig party. The concensus of all the periodicals was, never-

theless, that as an historian Huse had not been properly objective in using

facts to support favorite theories.

With reference to Hume's religious and philosophical views, the

criticism in the Monthly uovlex, the Critical Review, and the Edinburgh Re-

view reflected the deistic point of view. These periodicals greatly admired

his use of reason in religious matters, particularly as an effective ally

against the proponents of revealed religion; but at the same time they frankly

deplored his conclusions and their implications. On the other hand, the Gen-

tleraan's Magazine provided a channel for the expression of orthodox religious

views, with appeals to miracles, revelation, and the authority of scripture

in refutation of Huuue.

The four periodicals, in the matter of Hume's reputation, mirrored



the controversies that characterized Snglish political and religious thought

in the eighteenth century. They reflected Whig opposition to Tory principles,

as well as delstlc and orthodox answers to religious "infidelity" and philo-

sophic scepticism.


